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FOREWORD

This publication is the second in a series of circulars
designed to assist the graduate engineer in reviewing engineering
subject matter in order to prepare for registration examinations.
As in the first publication of the series, most of the illustrative
problems are taken from recent examinations of the Oregon
State Board of Engineering Examiners.

It is beyond the scope of these publications to give a de-
tailed explanation of theoretical considerations and methods of
analysis. For those who require additional study of specific
subject material, a list of textbook references is included at the
end.
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REVIEW FOR ENGINEERING REGISTRATION
2. CIVIL ENGINEERING

by

Leslie A. Clayton

and

Marvin A. Ring, Jr

I. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Evaluation of internal loads and stresses through use of
principles of statics and strength of materials is a necessary pre-
liminary to the actual design of any structure. It is not practical,
and sometimes not possible, to analyze structures as constructed
because of the effects of continuity and friction. The analysis is
made on an idealized structure which must represent as nearly as
possible the field conditions.

For example, consider the following assumptions that are
necessary in the analysis of a truss:

1. All joints in a truss are connected by frictionless pins

(pin-connected).
2. Loads are applied only at the joints.

The assumptions are not precisely correct for riveted or
welded trusses, but through the use of these assumptions an anal-
ysis of the truss can be made using only the laws of statics. The
results obtained are somewhat in error as compared to the action
of the actual structure, but generally are close enough to the truth
for design purposes.

Example: Forces in Truss Members

Calculate the forces in members a, b, and c of the three-
hinged trussed arch with two 30-kip loads, as shown.

A change in temperature causes a horizontal force of 40
kips at A. What will be the force in a, b, and c due to this hori-
zontal load?
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60F20 120

Balance the external forces acting on the arch by noting
that the right-hand portion of the arch is not loaded. There-
fore, the reaction of B must pass through point 0, and

B=3- BH
0 = 30(40) + 30(60) - 36 BH_ 120 B (MA= 0)

72B =3000

AH = BH = 41.7 kip

B= l2.Skip, A=47.5ki

Check: 0 = 30(60)+30(80)+41.7(36)-47. 5(120) (MB = 0)

To find the internal forces acting in members a, b, and c,
cut a section between L and M and replace the cut members with
the internal forces acting along the axes of the members.

MM = 0 = 30(20) + 41. 7(45) - 47. 5(60) + 1 5c

370
c = -j-ç = 24.7 kip (compression)



Check:
EF =0=47.5-30-11.3-6.1

FH=O=4l.7_Z4.7+S. 1-25

T

0 = 41.7(60)- 47. 5(40)- Z4aH

600aH= --= 25 kip

A = 11.3 kip

a = 25() = 27.5 kip (compr)

EML = 0 = 24. 7(24) + 41.7(36)

- 47. 5(40) - 24 b = 0

bH==8.1 by=6.l

b = 8. 1(t) = 10.1 kip (tension)

Some structures, although they are pin-connected, are not
classed as trusses because the loads are not applied at the joints.
In this case, some of the members may be subjected to bending as
well as to axial loads. In an idealized truss, members are sub-
jected only to axial loads.

Example: Design of Frame Member

The structural frame shown is pin-connected and supports
a vertical live load of 10, 000 pounds. Design the member A-B-C
of structural steel, assuming the given load to include impact.

3

= 0 = 10(15) CH(20)

CM 7. 5 kip

DH = D = 7. 5 kip

Cv = 2.5 kip

DB = 7.5 (1.414) = 10.6 kip



7070

-7070

7070LB 1Q610 LB 3540 LB

Member ABC must be designed for

Shear = 7070 lb

Moment = 50, 000 ft-lb
Axial load = 7070 lb

LB

If the structure to be designed is a three-dimensional fig-
ure rather than two-dimensional, as has been considered thus
far, the three equations of static equilibrium are increased to
six:

= 0
x

= 0
y

= 0
z

M =0x-y

M =0x-z

M =0y-z

The x, y and z axes are any three axes that are mutually
perpendicular. The forces along any of these axes must sum to
zero, and the sum of moments in the three planes defined by
these axes also must be zero.
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Example: Structural Design

The shear legs sketched below are to be located on a dock
for handling cargo.

1. What are the stresses in the various members and in
the line?

2. Make a preliminary design for the legs.
3. Sketch the principal connection details.

TRIPLE
SHEAVE

TRIPLE
SHEAVE

ELEMTION

50,000 LB

- SHEAR
LEGS

PLAN



4 View in x-y plane at b:

50EF= 0 =G+--(0.707) -u (1)
KIP

5OKIP EF =
1 50

y
=G+--(0.7O7)+50 -u (2)

1 50F =0= G+-(0.707) -u (1)
x

0 =(50)(0.707) + 50 -

u = 136 kip 0 = 106 kip

View in x-y plane at a:Lb06
x y

F = F = 106 (4/.JT7) = 103 kip

F = 145 kip
F p

P = 103- 106(1/.ffl) =77.3kip

z=

View in Z-u plane for stress in
shear leg:

136 51
S = -j-() = 69.5 kip

136 10Z =--() = 13.6 kip

Shear and bending moment diagrams show the shear or
moment at all points in a member for a fixed loading. It is often
desirable to investigate the effects of a moving load on the shear
and moment at some given point in the member. An influence
line shows the variation in shear or moment at one point in the
member for all positions of a unit load as it moves across the span.

Consider a simple beam and construct influence lines for
shear and bending moment at the quarter point as a unit load moves
from left to right across the span.

If the unit load is over the shear at a is zero, and the
initial ordinate to the influence line at is zero. As the unit
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load moves out on the span, and until it reaches point a, the shear
at point a is numerically equal to the reaction R and is negative
in sign. (Sketch a shear diagram for the beam ith the unit load
at L/8, and check this statement.)

The shear at a increases as
R2 increases and reaches a max-

R1 A2 imum negative value when the unit
4 load is just to the left of point a,

L at which time = 1/4. As the
31 unit load moves over point a, the

shear changes sign and becomes
equal to for any position of
the unit load between a and R2.
When the unit load is just to
the right of point a, the shear at

INFLUENGE LINE FOR SHEAR point a is equal to R = 3/4.
AT POINT a When the unit load i at the

center of the beam, the shear
3L(F) at point a s11 varies with

and = 1/2 in this case.

Note that the ordinates to
the influence diagram have no di-

INFLUENCE LINE FOR BENDING mensions because the unit load
MOMENT AT POINT a has none.

In constructing the influence line for bending moment, note
that when the unit load is between R1 and a, the moment at a is
(3/4 L)(R2), and the moment varies with R2 from zero when the unit
load is at R1 to a maximum of 3L/16 when the unit load is at point
a. When the unit load is between a and R2, the bending moment at
a is (1/4 L)(R1) and varies with as the unit load moves. The
ordinate to the influence diagram at midspan would thus be (1/4 L)
(1/2) = 1/8 L.

Assume we wish to know the shear at point a if a lO-kip
load is placed at midspan. From the influence line just constructed,
the shear at point a due to a unit load at midspan is y1 = 1/2. There-
fore, the shear at a due to the lO-kip load at midspan would be
10 kip(y2 ft) = 10 kip(l/8 L ft) = 1. 25L ft-kip. Thus the shear or
moment at point a due to a concentrated load at any point in the span



is given by multiplying the load by the ordinate to the influence line
under the load.

If the beam is loaded with some uniformly distributed load
w lb/ft, this loading can be expressed as a series of small concen-
trated loads of the magnitude w dx, and each of these loads multi-
plied by its corresponding ordinate would give the increment of
shear at point a due to a uniform load over the small length of span
dx. The total shear at a would be the sum of the increments

dV = w dx y

V = fw y dx

W = wJy dx

The term following the integral sign above is the area
under the influence line. Therefore, the shear or bending mo-
ment at point a due to a uniformly distributed load over all or
part of the span may be found by multiplying the intensity of
loading w by the area under the influence line for that portion of
the span which is loaded. Note that for the beam shown a max-
imum shear at a results when only the portion of the span be-
tween a and R2 is loaded.

Example: Steel Bridge

The following is given for a steel bridge:

Uniform total dead load = 1000 lb/ft (udi)
Uniform moving live load = 550 lb/ft (till)

Moving concentrated live load = 15, 000 lb (dl)

Find the following:

1. Maximum moments in ft-lb at
a) Z7ftfromAinAB
b) B
c) C-C'

2. Maximum shear atB in BC.

3. Select a wide flange beam section for the moment com-
puted in lc for a maximum fiber stress of 18, 000 psi.

8



4. Sketch the deflected shape of the structure by means of
a line diagram, with ull from B to B' and the cli at C.

SPLICE SPLICE
A /B C C B\ A

63-1 13 }-6o---H 13
SUSPENDED SPAN

212' STEEL BEAM SPANS

A p r. HING..c p

13 13 -63-.-63------ .-60----.

I. INFLUENCE LINE FOR BENDING MOMENT AT a

2. INFLUENCE LINE FOR BENDING MOMENTATB

IO

3. INFLUENCE LINE FOR SHEAR TO R GHT OF B

-- j -

.. OPOINTS OF ZERO MOMENT

9



(1) Udi on entire structure:

Ma l.o[l5.4() - 5.58()j = 281

Ull on span A-B only:

M=0.55[15.4( =267

Cli at a:
Ma = 15.4(15) = 231

Max moment at a = 779 kip-ft

= 779,000 ft-lb

(2) TJdl and ull over B-C':

1.55 = 735 kip-ft

Cli at C:
15(13) = 195 kip-ft

Max moment at B = 930 kip-ft

= 930,000 ft-lb

(3) Udi and ull over B-C':

l.55(l3-f) = 66,7kip

Cli at B or C:
15(1) = 15.0 hip

MaxshearatB =81.7kip

Max moment in span C-C' at center when:

UclA and uU over C-C'

1. 55(60)2(1000)
= 697,000 ft-lbM=

8

Cli at ç
15(60) = 225,000 ft-lbM=

Moment at 922, 000 ft-lb

10



z
_930, 000(12)

= 620 in? Use 36 WF 182
S 18,000

Influence lines for loads, stresses, deflection, and other
items which vary with the position of loading, also can be drawn.
It is common practice to draw influence lines for the axial loads
in members of trusses subjected to moving loads.

Truss members are arranged and proportioned to resis't
the same type of internal loads imposed on beams. A truss is,
in fact, nothing more than a deep beam with part of the web re-
moved in order to give more efficient utilization of material.

The top and bottom chords (beam flanges) must resist
the internal bending moments- -the diagonal members must re-
sist shear. It follows that the influence lines for top or bottom
chord stresses will be of the same shape as an influence line
for bending moment in a simple beam. Influence lines for
stresses in diagonals will be similar to influence lines for shear
in a simple beam.

Example: Stresses in Pratt Truss

The Pratt truss shown is to be designed for a stationary
live load plus dead load of 600 lb/ft, plus the moving load shown.
Determine the maximum stresses in members a and b when the
live load moves across the bridge from right to left.

1

I
32K1P SKIP 24K1P

I3O I

IFLIJENCE LINE FOR
TRESS IN a

FLIJENCE LINE FOR
TRESS IN b



Influence line for stress in a:

DL stress = 0. 6 kip/ft (area under IL)

=16.9kip

LL stress =(3Z)+(6)+-(24)-(8) =32.5kip

Total stress = 49.4 kip

(tension)

Influence line for stress in b:

DL = 0. 6(- l)() = - 27.0 kip

LL = -(8) - 1(32) -(6) - -(24) = -45.0 kip

Total stress = - 72.0 kip

(compr)

Gravity dams may fail in a number of ways:

1. Overturning or tipping about the toe. The factor of
safety against overturning is given as the ratio of righting mom-
ents to overturning moments.

2. Sliding of the dam relative to the foundation. The
factor of safety against sliding is FS = FVIFH where is
the coefficient of static friction between the dam and its foun-
dation.

3. Foundation failure either through excessive pressures
or through weakening of the foundation by excessive seepage.

4. Failure of material in the dam due to over stressing.

Example: Check of Dam Stability

Assume a triangular section, concrete gravity dam with
vertical upstream face. Water surface is at the top of dam and

12



there is no tailwater.

1. With zero uplift, what downstream slope would you pro-
vide if the dam is to be just on the verge of overturning?

2. With full uplift on the full area of the base, what down-
stream slope is required to be safe against overturning?

If the dam overturns it will pivot about point 0. It is on
the verge of overturning when righting moments are equal to
overturning moments

IwsA\ hx 2 hh62.4 h

2 62.4 2x =--- h
x = 0.456 h

Downstream slope = 2.19

l50()(x) = 62.4h

62.4hx 2
+ 2

(x)

50 x2- Z0. 8 x2 = 10.4

= 0.356 h2

x = 0.598 h

Downstream slope = 1.67

Example: Check of Dam Stability and Foundation

Given a concrete dam with water load as shown in the
following sketch:

1. Determine foundation reaction at upstream and
downstream faces and at a point 15 feet from the U.S. face.
Disregard effect of uplift.

13



2. How much uplift, in terms of head of water, could occur
at the upstream face before the stability of the structure against
overturning is affected?

3. What is the shear safety factor (FS) if dam is founded
upon andesite rock?

F5

Unit Volume Force Arm Moment
(cu ft) (kip) (ft) (kip_ft)

2

5000 312 33.3 - 10,400

1100 165 142.0 23,400

-I____

7020 1053 91.3 96,300
I_____ ZF =1218 EM = 109,300

x = 109, 300/1218 = 90.0 ft

14



Check for foundation pressures:

1218 + + (147)
2

1218(16.5) =(147)(.f)

y = 11.2 kip/ft2

x = 2.7 kiplft2 toe pressure

x + y = 13.9 kiplft2 heel pressure

13.9 _j2(15) = 12.8 kip/ft2
(Pressure 15 ft
from U.S. face)

2. Assume triangular uplift pattern. Overturning moment
of uplift must then balance net righting moment before stability of
the structure is destroyed.

62.4 h (147)(91. 3) = 109, 300
2(1000)

h = 262 ft (Uplift cannot overturn dam)

3. Assume = 0.75. Shear FS (sliding) = 0.75(1218)/312
= 2.92 if no uplift is considered.

For full hydrostatic uplift

62. 4(100)= 1218
2000 (147) = 760 kip

FS = 1.83

15



Problems

1. A concrete dam of trapezoidal section as shown, has a
vertical face 64 feet high. It is 4 feet wide at the top, 26 feet wide
at the base, and weighs 150 pounds per cubic foot. If water stands
with 4 feet of the top of the dam and the uplife coefficient is 0.3,
varying uniformly along the bottom, determine the maximum and
minimum intensities of pressure on the base. Would you consider
this a good design for a gravity dam? If not, why not?

2. A barge is 20 feet wide and 50 feet long, displacing 100
tons, including the weight of the boom, counterweight, and tackle.
What load can it pick up without the deck on the load side going
uider water? Answer: P = 9.75 kip.

I- H
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3. A weight of 3000 pounds is suspended by cables 7 feet,
8 feet, and 9 feet long from three points at equal elevation which
form the points of an equilateral triangle whose sides are 10 feet
in length. Neglecting cable weight, determine by either analyti-
cal or graphical methods the stress in the three tie cables due to
the weight. Answer: 1900 lb, 1500 lb. 900 lb.

4. A six-panel camelback Warren truss has dead loads at
upper and lower panel points, as shown. Find dead load stresses
inmembersU3-U , U3-L, andL -U

IOKP OKIP
IOKIP I 10

IOKIP

2OKIP 2OKIP 2OKIP 2OKIP 2OKIP

6 A,NELS AT 25' 150'

17



II. INDETERMINATE STRUCTURES

If a structure i8 so arranged and supported that it is not
possible to analyze it by use of the equations of static equilib-
rium, the structure is said to be statically indeterminate. It is
then necessary to seek additional equations or relationships for
the solution of the problem from the geometry of the deflected
structure; that is, expressions involving deflections and changes
in slope of the elastic curve of the 8tructure.

+

-.-- .

R1= R2

For the two-span contin-
uous beam shown, note that it is
statically indeterminate. If R2
is removed, it is a simple beam,
and the deflection of the elastic
curve at that point can be deter-
mined.

If R does not settle, the
beam is not permitted to deflect
at that point, and R2 must be
sufficiently large to counteract
the deflection produced by the
uniform load.

5 wL R2L3

384 El 48 El

R2 =wL
and

R1 R3 wL

R1= R3= wL

After the reactions have been determined, shear and
bending moment diagrams can be plotted by conventional methods.

Example: Indeterminate I-Beam

An 18-inch I-beam at 54 pounds has one end fixed in a wall
and the opposite end supported by a 1-inch round hanger rod. The

18



I-beam spans 16 feet and supports a uniform load of 2400 pounds
per foot. Calculate the maximum stresses in the beam and rod.
Design the end connection for the rod to the beam.

16'

2.4KIP/FT

18154

.i;.ii I -

-ii
133_ 563

24.9 KIP
SHEAR
DIAGRAM

I

MOMENT
DIAGRAM

Neglect weight of beam

A = actual beam deflection
= rod elongation

PLR
A = for rod

WL
A = = beam deflection

a 8E1

for uniform load only

Ab = beam deflection

for rod load only

A=A -Aa b

PLR_ WL3 FL3
A 8 El 3 I

P(12)(12) 2.4(16)(l6)(l2)
0.785 8(796)

P(16)3(12)3
3(796)

296 - 20.6 P

P = 13.5 kip
19



P 13,500Sd= A 0.785 = 17, 200 psi

S
91, 000(12)(9)

beam I 796

Sbeam = 12, 300 psi

When it becomes necessary to determine deflections and
changes in slope of the elastic curve of a structure, the moment-
area method may be used. The moment-area approach is based
on mathematical relationships correlating the bending moment,
slope, and deflection diagrams. The two moment-area theorems
may be stated as follows:

1. Change in slope cf the tangents to the elastic curve be-
tween any two points a and b on the elastic curve, is given by the
area under the bending moment diagram between a and b, divided
by El.

2. The deflection of point a on the elastic curve with re-
spect to a tangent to the elastic curve at b, is given by the statical
moment of that portion of the bending moment diagram between a
and b about point b, divided by El.

In order to illustrate the use of moment-area theorems,
consider a beam (see sketch) simply supported at A and rigidly
supported at B. Assume this beam is subjected to an applied mo-
ment at A which produces enough bending to rotate the tangent to
the elastic curve at A through an angle of one radian.

The bending moment at any point from the left end of the
beam is given as M - R x, and the diagram can be drawn in two

a aparts, as shown.

Note that the tangent to the elastic curve at B must remain
horizontal, and the deflection of the curve at A with respect to the
tangent at B must be zero. Then the moment of the bending moment
diagram about A must be zero.

ML RLa L a L2
-ii- () -j()(L) = 0

20



Ma Mb

C-,' )
B,

4RL

M
3 aR =(_)

a 2 L

M
M = M .--)(L) = Mab a2

Note that the moment at B
is 1/2 the moment at A and of
different sign. This is the
carryover moment for a beam
of constant cross section.

In order to find the magnitude of M note that the change
in slope of the tangents to the elastic curvbetween A and B is
6 = 1 radian, which must be equal to the area under the moment
diagram between these two points divided by LI.

ML RLa a L
El El 2

ML M 2
a 3 a L
El 2EIL1 2

-

M=
a L

This is called the beam stiffness; that is, the externally
applied moment necessary to rotate the free end of a propped
cantilever beam through an angle of one radian. Note that the
stiffness of the beam (resistance to rotation) increases as the
modulus of elasticity and moment of inertia increase, and that
it decreases as the length increases.

Carryover moment and beam stiffness as derived above
are necessary tools in the use of the Hardy Cross method of
moment distribution used in the analysis of indeterminate struc-
tures, which may be outlined as follows:

21



1. Assume all members to be fixed (locked) at each end
and calculate the fixed end moments for the loadings given. Some
of the joints will not be in equilibrium.

2. Unlock the joints and add or subtract the necessary
moment to balance the joint. Stiffness of the members must be
taken into account when distribution of the unbalanced moment is
made.

3. Account for addition or subtraction of moment to one
end of the member by crediting the carryover moment (one-half
the magnitude and opposite sign) to the other end of the member.
This will again throw some of the joints out of balance.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the carryover moments are
small enough to be neglected in design.

5. Sum up of the increments of moment at each joint to
obtain the moments to be used for design. Include the initial
fixed end moments, all corrections, and carryover moments.

Assume the beam shown to be of constant cross section
and find design moments at B and C.

I KIP/FT

12

-I2.OEI 0.0
+ 8.0 I -4.0

24'

C

3-.O ax0
+ 4.0 + 4.0 -2.0 00

4. -2.0 -2.0 0.0 +1.0
+ 2.0 - 1.3 -0.7 0.0

0.0 6.7 -&7 +3.0

22

Steps:

1. Lock joints and cal-
culate fixed end mo-
ments.

2. Unlock joints and bal-
ance moments.

3. Apply carryover mo-
ments.

4. Balance, carryover,
balance.

5. Sum increments of
moment for design
figure (ft-k).



Note that on the actual structure the moment at A must be
zero, the moments on each side of B must be the same, and the
support at C can take any moment required of it. Because BC is
twice the length of AB, it is half as stiff; therefore, twice as much
unbalanced moment must be distributed to AB as to BC.

The foregoing analysis gives figures within approximately
10% of the true values. If greater accuracy is necessary, the
solution can be carried through more steps. The sign convention
used assigns positive to moments causing compression on the top
fibers of the beam.

Example: Beam with Fixed Ends and Two Supports

A beam has a uniform cross section throughout its length.
It is fixed at both ends with simple intermediate supports and is
loaded with a uniform load (dead load plus live load) of 200 lb
per foot plus two concentrated loads.

1. Find the moments at each of the four supports.

2. Find the reactions at each of the four supports.
SKIP SKIP

200LB/FT V

I0 I0 I5
Pj R2 R3 R4

1/20 1/20 1/IS I/L
1/2 1/2 3/7 4/7 DISTR FACTOR

-67 67- 6.7 6.7- 38 -38 UNIFORM LOAD FEMWL2/I2

-47 -141 -ISO -15.0 00 00 CONC LOAD FEMpab2/L2

-114 -208-21.7 -217-38 -38 TOTAL FEM

00 05 + 04 + 7.7-102 00 BALANCE

+ 03 00 38 02 00 +51 CARRY-OVER

00 I .9 + I 9 + 0. I 0 I 00 BALANCE

+ 10 00 00 I 0 00 00 CARRY-OVER

00 00 00 + 04- 06 00 BALANCE

-10.1 -232 -232 -14.7 -14.7 +_13 MOMENTS

(Solution continued on next page)
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5 KIP
101 232 47 13

M1 =0232-I0l +4(I0)+505)-20 R2 M0-I4.7-1 31-3(75)-IS R4

R264 KIP R40.4KIP
R126KIP 6KIP

R3r26KIP

23.2 14.7

M2O 4.7-2a2+4(Io)6(Io)-20 P3
R3=46K1P R2=54 KIP

101 KIP-FT 1 I 31cIp-ET

26K1P II.8KIP 7.2KIP O4KIP
REACTIONS

20 H

Example: Moment Distribution in Frame Joints

Determine by the Hardy Cross method of moment distri-
bution the moments at all joints on the welded structural steel
frame fixed at points A, C, and D, with the single concentrated
load and properties of members as shown above.
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4 KIP-FT 4.28 KIP-FT
B C

I/L=2
F

I/L3
AB BA BD BC CB MEMBER

38 /8 2/8 DISTR FACTOR

0.0 00 00 446 -3.72 FEM
0.0 -1.67-187 1.12 00 BALANCE

+0.84 00 00 00 -0.56 Co
+084 -I 67-1,67 -334 -428 MOMENTS

1.67 334
FEMB14 ( )

()25 dty .67

FEMc- -3.72 CHECK

I/L3

1tal

Example: Moments and Reactions in Frame

Calculate the moments and reactions in the rigid steel
frame shown in the following sketch.

I

F-
5 -F
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0.4 0.6 DISTR F.4C1ORS
0.0 -125 -12.5 FEM

-50 + 75 +12.5 BALANCE
0.0 63 3.8 Co

-25 + 3S + 3.8 BALANCE
0.0 .9 9 CO-8 + 1.1 + 1.9 BALANCE
0.0 1.0 0.6 CO

-04 i-0 +06 BALANCE
-8.7 8.7 0.0 MOMENTS

1"

DEFORMED STRUCTURE
I WITHOUT SIDESW

This distribution assumes that mem-
ber B-C does not move horizontally. This

B 1.31 KIP develops a shear in leg A-B and a horizon-
tal reaction of 1.31 kipatA. Because this
is not possible with the loading shown, the
side sway of the structure must relieve this
1. 31 kip thrust. In order to find the effect
of sidesway, assume that joint at B is dis-

I 3 KIP A
placed horizontally without rotation enough

cause moments of 100 kip-ft at A and L
then release and distribute moments.
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0.41 0.6 I DF
1-100 oIri

40 1+60 0 BALANCE I I010 -3000 I I

I01 0 +3Q&&c I

01-15 OCO
- 6 + 9 0 BALANCE I I DEFORMED

STRUCTURE WITH01 0 -4C0 DISPLACED01 0 +4BALJ01-2 OCO
- 11+1 OBALANCE

-771

+201
l00L

I3P'IP I.31K1P I

ADJUSTING HORIZONTAL I

FORCESIN THE RATIO I
CF 1.31/13.0 GIVES I

I3KIP I3IKIP-
4

77 7.7

Combining the adjusted sidesway moments with the solu-
tion neglecting sidesway, the actual conditions are obtained.

10 KIP

I i'------
/

DEFLECTEDR=33
STRUCTURE

I,

If

77-4.433 KIP-FT

KI P

Problem

A 12-inch WF 45 is loaded as shown in the diagram.
Calculate reactions and draw shear and bending moment dia-
grams.
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4 KIP/FT 30 KIP

FIXED7/1/

6

2 I- 2

III. STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGN

In the design and detailing of structural steel members,
reference should be made to the Steel Construction Manual of the
American Institute of Steel Construction. This handbook contains
most of the necessary information for designing and detailing in
accordance with accepted practice, together with much useful
information of a more general nature. Much of the material in-
tended for use in design is presented in time-saving tables and
charts. Allowable stresses quoted in this section are from AISC
Specifications unless otherwise noted.

Detail connections of structural steel members may be
accomplished by riveting or welding. It is desirable that the
connecting material (rivets or welds) be stressed in shear only,
and that the use of this material in tension be reduced to a min-
imum. In design of connections subject to shear only, it is as-
sumed that all the connecting material equally shares the load.
If the connection is subject to a torque or moment because of
eccentric loads, it is assumed the connecting material resists
this torque unequally and the load assigned each increment of
connecting material varies with distance from the center of grav-
ity of the material.

Example: Shear Stress in Riveta

A bracket, which is riveted to a vertical channel with
7/8-inch rivets, is loaded as shown in the sketch. Determine
the shear stress in each of the rivets. Use area of 7/8-inch
rivet = 0.6 in.2
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F-
8 H

2, 200 LB/FT 2

Top and bottom rivets

Middle rivet:

__4
I8400 LB

200 i800 v=iQQ=333o LB
IQ000

0.000(6)
H= 2 -5000LB

H

VL,/

6000
S = = 10, 000 psi
S 0.6

3330
S = = 5,550 psi

s 0.6

If this connection was to be designed as a welded con-
nection, welds A could be proportioned take the shear of
10, 000 pounds, and welds B designed to resist the torque of
60,000 in-lb.

Based on a shearing stress of 13, 600 psi specified by
the American Welding Society, the resistance to shear of a
fillet weld is D = 0.707(13, 600)(t) = 9600 t lb/in, of weld, where
t is the size of fillet weld.
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For 1/4-inch fillet weld, the
allowable load per inch of weld is
9600(1/4) = 2400 pounds.

Welds A: Length required =
10,000/4(2400) = 1.04 in./weld.

Welds B: Length required =
60,000/15(2400) = 1.67 in. /weld.

Structural steel members can be classified for design
purposes as:

1. Members subjected only to bending stresses (beams,
girders).

2. Members subjected only to axial stresses (tension or
compression members in trusses, bracing, columns, struts).

3. Members subjected to combined axial and bending
stresses (beam columns, columns with eccentric loading).

Beams, girders, and other flexural members should be
checked for possible failure, as follows:

1. Failure in bending. The extreme fiber stress (ten-
sion or compression) in bending should be computed from the
flexure formula

where

Mc
I

Sb(lb/in.2) is the fiber stress

M (in-lb) is the internal bending moment

C (in.) is the distance from the neutral axis to the
outer fiber
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I (in) is moment of inertia about the neutral axis

The stress in bending should not exceed 20, 000 psi, and
in special cases (see below) this allowable stress must be reduced.

2. Failure due to lateral buckling of the compression
flange. The compression flange of a flexural member may fail in
buckling as a column. A criterion for lateral stiffness is the ratio
Ld/bt, where

L (in.) is unsupported (laterally) length of compression
flange

d (in.) is depth of beam
b (in.) is width of compression flange

(in.) is thickness of compression flange

If the value of this ratio is less than 600, the allowable
stress in bending for the compression flange is 20, 000 psi. If
the ratio exceeds 600, the allowable stress in bending for the com-
pression flange is reduced to

12,000,000
b Ld/bt

3. Failure in shear. The horizontal shearing stress at
any point in a beam may be computed as

VQV(Ay)sIt It

where
S (lb/in.

)
is horizontal shearing stress at point in question

V (lb) is vertical shear (from shear diagram)

Q (in.3) is statical moment of beam cross-sectional area
above (or below) the neutral axis

I (in) is moment of inertia about neutral axis

(in.) is thickness of beam web or width of beam flange,
depending upon location of point in question
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The horizontal shearing stress, which is a maximum at
the neutral axis, should not exceed 13, 000 psi.

4. Failure due to web crippling of beams. If a heavy load
R is applied to a rolled section

1J

through a bearing of length N, as
shown, the load must be carried in
shear by the web. The minimum

L Jr area resisting the load will be in
HN-H the web at the toe of the fillets and

is t (N + 2k).

The stress acting to cripple the
web will be S = R/t (N + 2k), which
should not exeed 24, 000 psi.

Investigate the strength of the beam shown.

2 lP/ FT (INCLUDES DEAD LOAD)

M = wL2 2(900)max = = 225 kip-ft
8 8

I8wF85

V = 3okip____________ wL

I________
max 2

1. Check bending
Mc

Sb I

225(l000)(12)(9. 15)
Sb_ 1430

= 17, 300 psi versus 20, 000 allowable

This beam is strong enough in pure bending, but

2. Check stiffness of compression flange

Ld 360(18.3)
= 820bt 8. 84(0. 911)
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Sb
12,000,000 = 14,700 psi allowable if the top flange is

not laterally supported. If it is possible to support the top flange
at midspan, the Ld/bt ratio is 410 and the allowable bending stress
is raised to 20, 000 psi. A stronger beam must be selected if it is
not possible or practical to furnish lateral support.

3. Check horizontal shear at beam center.

VQ
S It

30, 000 10. 911(8. 84)(8. 70) + 8. 25(0. 526)(4. l3)
S =

1430(0. 526)

S = 3520 psi versus 13,000 allowable

4. Check for web crippling at support.

t(N + k)

30,000
Sc 0.526(3 + 1.5)

Sc = 12,700 Psi versus 24, 000 allowable

The beam is strong enough for the bearing provided, but prac-
tical considerations at the support may dictate more bearing.

Example: Design of Steel Beam

A 15-inch, 42. 9-pound I-beam used on a span of 20 feet,
center to center of bearings, is to be reinforced with flange
plates to carry safely in flexure a total uniformly distributed
load of 50, 000 pounds. Make a sketch and give all design data.
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2.5

a-

0

25K1P

l5C4OU'1-LB

AN-LBMOMENT
DIPGRAM

Solve for distance x.

15 I 42.9

I = 442 in4, = 58.9 in.3

Beam will carry M = 58. 9(20, 000)
M = 1,178,000 in-lb

_(25)X 1,500,000 - 1,178,000
12(1000)

x = 4.65 ft

Use two cover plates 10 feet long to care for additional
moment. If plates work at 20, 000 psi

27,000(12) = 20, 000 A(15. 38)

A = 1.05 in.2

3/8 by 6 in. plate gives 2.22 in Use

Moment of inertia of built-up section

I = 442 + 2(2.22)(7.69)2

I = 704 in

Stress in bending
1,500,000(7.87)

= = 16, 800 psib 704
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Check:
Ld 240(15.75) 630
bt 6(3/8 + 5/8)

Allowable stress in bending = 12, 000, 000/ 630 = 19, 000 psi OK

Design connection between 3/8 PL and I-beam.

VAy 11,600(2.2)(7.6)
Horizontal shear on top of I-beam = S = =

s It 704(5.5)

S5 = 50 psi

Load tending to slip plate = 50(lZ)(5. 5) = 3300 lb/ft. Five-eighths
inch diameter rivet in single shear gives 4600 lb, so spacing could
be 4600/3300(12) = 16.7 in., but AISC says 3/8(16) = 6 in. Fillet
welds of 3/16 in. give 9600(3/16) = 1800 lb/in. Need 3300/1800 =
1. 83 in. of weld per foot of beam.

Maximum space between welds = 3/8(16) = 6 in.
AISC

Minimum length fillet weld = 1-1/2 in.

Use 2-inch welds at 8-inch spacing.

Example: Design of Beams for Floor Support

Architect's plans call for a truck freight unloading floor
to have a clear span underneath of 44 feet. The floor is to be made
of reinforced concrete slab on WF steel floor beams at 10 feet,
center to center. The truck size is AASHO H-20-S-16. It may be
assumed that each 44-foot beam must carry one truck for maximum
moment plus the dead load. The WF beams are simply supported
on concrete. Design the WF beam, and

1. Give maximum live load moment.
2. Select a wide flange beam and give actual shear and

fiber stress in beam.
k'-- I4-

8PcIP 32K1P 32K1P
p p p CONCRETE SLAB

WFBEAM IF]II
1-

I__1-_I_1d-4. io._I



Design steel beams.

Dead load: Slab = (l50)(10) = 750 lb/ft

Assume beam at 250 lb/ft
1000 lb/ft

Design for moment at of beam.

R2
44,

With 32-kip load at ,

= 28.3 kip, R1 =

M = 511 kip-ft

Check stresses.

MDL wL2/8
1(44)2

= = 242
8

MLL
M = 753 kip-ft

I 753,000(12)
452- = in.c 10,000

Use 33 WF 141

Absolute maximum moment comes when 32-kip load is
2. 33 feet to left of beam centerline, then

R1=32.2 R2=39.8 M=51l

Adjusted DL moment = 242(0. 9) 218

Actual moment = 739
739,000(12)Stress in bending

446. 8

Sb = 19, 800 psi

Maximum shear when 32-kip load is over R2

V = 32 + 32(a) + 8() + 0.900(22)

V = 76.5 kip

Maximum horizontal shear
VAY

S It
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l.54(0.96)(l6.l7)+(i5.69)(0.605)(7.J
S =76,500

s 7442(0. 605)

S5 =

Structural steel members carrying only axial loads are
subject to code restrictions in regard to stiffness as measured
by the slenderness ratio (L/r) of the member, where

L is the unbraced length of the member
r = ,/T7A is the radius of gyration of the member

The AISC Code requires that the slenderness ratio shall
not exceed the following:

Main compression members --------------------------- 120
Bracing and other secondary members in compression- ---200
Main tension members -------------------------------- 240
Bracing and other secondary members in tension --------- 300

Certain exceptions to the foregoing values are per-
mitted.

Tension members are proportioned for an allowable
stress bf 20, 000 psi if the slenderness ratio falls within the
specified limits.

Compression members exhibit a tendency to buckle and
fail through column action before the P/A value reaches the
allowable compressive stress of the material. The AISC Code
permits the following P/A values for compression members:

= 17,000 - 0.485(L/r)2 for values of L/r under 120

P 18,000 for values of L/r between
A 2 21 + L /18 000 r 120 and 200

Example: Column Design with Axial Loading

An axially loaded column 21 feet long is subjected to a
load of 90, 000 pounds. Select a suitable wide flange section to
carry this load.
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Section A P/A r L/r P/A allowable

8 WF 31 9.12 9880 2.01 125 9,640
8 WF 35 10.30 8750 2.03 124 9,710
.0 WF 45 13.20 6810 Z. 00 126 9,560
.0 WF 49 14.40 6250 2.54 99 12,250

If an L/r in excess of 120 is permissible, the 8 WF 35 is
satisfactory. If not, the 10 WF 49 should be used.

Members subjected to both axial and bending stresses
are proportioned so that

P/ASb/Sb(llblf P/A(allowable)
does not exceed 1.0.

The allowable stress in bending is taken as 20, 000 psi
unless the Ld/bt ratio exceeds 600. The allowable axial stress
is computed by use of the column formulas previously given, and
depends upon the slenderness ratio.

Example: Column Design with Eccentric Loading

Assume the 2l400t column of the previous problem is
loaded eccentrically with 90, 000 pounds 12 inches from the major
axis. Select a suitable wide flange section.

Allowable stress Actual stress P/A
ection Bending Axial Sb=M/I:P/A: 5b(allow)

+ P/A(allow)

10 WF 49 20,000 12,250 19,800 6250 0.99 + 0.51 = 1.50
10 WF 77 20,000 12,400 12,500 3960 0.63+ 0.32 = 0.95
12 WF 65 20, 000 13, 600 12, 300 4700 0.62 + 0.35 = 0,97
14 WF 61 20,000 11,900 11,700 5020 0.59 + 0.42 = 1.01

Check Ld/bt for 14 WF 61

21(l2)(13.9) = 545 Use
bt 10(0.643) =
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IV. REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN

Structural members are frequently composed of different
materials working together to carry the imposed loads. The key
to analysis of such composite members lies in observing that if
the two materials are to work together in resisting loads, then
the unit strains at points of connection must be the same for
either material.

2
S1/E1 =

S1 = S2(E1/E2) = nS2

which states that the unit stresses in the two materials are re-
lated by the modulus of elasticity ratio, n. The cross-sectional
area of material necessary to carry some imposed load P, would
be

P=S1A1 P=S2A2

A1 = P/S1 = P/nS2 A2 P/S2

nA= P/S2 = A2= P/S2

Thus an area A2 may be replaced by an equivalent area nA1 for
purposes of analysis.

Example: Reinforced Wooden Beam

A 3-inch by 1/2-inch steel strap is securely fastened to
the underside of a Douglas fir beam 4 inches wide and 6 inches
deep. What uniformly distributed load will this beam sustain
safely on a simple span of 16 feet?

Assume: E5 = 30, 000, 000 psi

Ew = 1,500,000 psi

Es/Ew = 20
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T

EQUIVALENT OO SECTION

x

Shape Area y Ày Ay2 I I
g-g x-x

ElIll
24 3 72 216 72 288

, -J 30 -1/4 -7.5 2 -- 2

y = 64. 5/54 = 1.2 in.

'NA
290 54(1.2)2 = 212k

Assume working stress in wood = 1400 psi.

SI 1400(212)
Allowable moment = M =

C 4.8

M = 62,000 in-lb

For uniform load
wL2

M
8

62,000 w(16)2
12

8

w = 161 lb/ft

The problem could be analyzed in a similar manner by
assuming an equivalent steel section.
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IL
IJ;

The analysis of reinforced concrete members is based on
the relationships outlined and on the following assumptions re-
garding the action of the materials under load:

bending

The concrete carries no tensile stress.
Plane sections before bending remain plane after

(a)

fcH

-o q'V.

L :v.

-o

It:v
A- A

flA5

(c)

Figures a, b, and c above are definitive sketches showing
conventional notations used in reinforced concrete design. Figure
a shows straight line Stre8S distribution assumed for a beam 8ub-
j ected to a bending moment which puts compression on the top
fibers. The total compressive load carried by the concrete is

C=f b(kd)Zc
which acts at the centroid of the stress diagram, or kdJ3 from the
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top of the beam. The total tensile load carried by the steel is

T=fA88
and is assumed to act at the centroid of the steel area.

or

The resisting moment the beam can supply is

M= C(jd) =
c

b(kd)(jd)

M= T(jd) = fA(jd)

depending upon which equation gives the lower value when the
allowable stresses for concrete and steel are substituted in the
above equations. If both concrete and steel stresses reach the
allowable at the same time, the beam is said to have balanced
design.

The values of j and k for balanced design vary within
narrow limits, depending upon allowable concrete and steel
stresses, but for design purposes values of j = 0. 875 and
k = 0.375 may be used without appreciable error.

Example: Design of Reinforced Concrete Floor Slab

Architect's plans call for a truck freight unloading floor
to have a clear span underneath of 44 feet. The floor is to be
made of reinforced concrete slab on WF steel floor beams at
10 feet, center to center. The truck size is AASHO H-Z0-S-16.
It may be assumed that each 44-foot beam must carry one
truck for maximum moment plus the dead load. The WF beams
are simply supported on concrete. Use ACI specifications with

= 2500 psi. Design floor slab, assuming it is continuous over
several beams. Use AASHO specifications for floor slab mom-
ent.

Assume:
S = 10 ft
E = width of slab over which load is distrib-

uted
E = 0.4S + 3.75 = 7.75 ft(AASHO)
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BM = 0.2(P1/E)S t 0.2(12,000/7.75)(l0)

= 3100 ft-lb/ft (AASHO)

f = 20, 000, f = 1125, kd = d,
s c 8

DEStGN SLAB jd = d
I2 8

3100(12) = 12(3/8 d)(1125/2)(7/8 d)

I d = 4. 1 in. Use 6-in, slab

LT T C = 12()(4. l)() = 10, 400

A 10,400/20,000 = 0.5 in.2

Use 5/8-in. diameter bars at 7-in. spacing perpendicular to
traffic.

percentageA = lO0/'[= i00/kJT = 31.5%
Parallel to traffic:

0. 16 in. use 3/8 diameter bars at 8-in.
spacing

(AASHO)

When reinforced concrete beams are subjected to large
bending moments, it may be necessary to add compressive steel
to the top flange. The transformed (equivalent concrete) section
of such a beam is shown below.
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The compression steel would then be stressed to nf , where
f is the stress in the concrete at the same distance from Cthe neu-
tal axis as the centroid of the compressive steel.

Example: Reinforced Concrete Beam-Slab Floor System

A floor system consists of 35-foot span reinforced concrete
beams simply supported at one end and fixed at the other. The
beams are 10 feet, center to center. The slab must be designed
for a live load of 65 pounds per square foot. Each beam will carry
the concentrated live loads shown. f' = 3000 psi, f= 20, 000 psi.
Will a beam 16 inches wide and with a stem of d 36 inches be
satisfactory for this design? If not, what size would you use?

32K1P 32K1P 8K1P

____ }-'+ 'H
I

7.5' - 17.5'

Design slab in order to determine dead load (assume 4 in.).

= 65 + 50 = 115 lb/ft2 L = 10 - 1.33 = 8.67 ft
2 115(8.67)2

= = 865 ft-lbM
wL

10

Assume k = 0. 375, j = 0.875

M = 865(12) = 12(0.375d)(l350/Z)(0.875d)

isopst d = 1.97 in.

A = M/f (jd) = 0. 30 in
8 5

Use wire mesh. 4-inch slab OK.
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SHEAR & MOMENT DIAGRAM FOR BEAM

13h'4 I '-Hh-
A32KIP B32KIP

)M2.65 KIP/FT///////////

Solve for R1, R2, M2 from AISC beam formulas:

Loading R1 R2 M2

UDL 1 kip/ft 13.1 21.9 153
ULL 0. 65 kip/ft 8.5 14.3 100
CLL (A) 27.2 4.8 55
CLL (B) 10.0 22.0 210
CLL(C) 0.1 7.9 24

Total 58.9 70.9 542
kip kip kip-ft

Because we have negative moment at the wall, the slab
gives no help in bending. For balanced design, assuming two
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rows of tension steel:

d = 33 in.000 kd = 0.403 d = 13.3 in.000
jd = 0.866 d = 28.6 in.

- M = 16(13. 3)(1350/2)(28. 6)

4,100,000 2

M = 4, 100, 000 in-lb

I A = =7.l6in.
s 20,000(28.6)

Compression steel must be provided to take care of addi-
tional moment of

6,500,000-4,100,000 = 2,400,000 in-lb
Compression steel works at a stress of

(10) 1350(11.3/13. 3) = 11,500 psi

on an arm of 33 - 3 = 30 inches of two rows of composition steel.

.22,400,000 = 775 in.Compression steel 11, 500(3o)(9/lo)

2,400,000 = 4.0 inAdditional tension steel
20, 000(30)

(Note: All the steel needed cannot be placed in 16-in, width.
Suggest haunched beams 24 in. by 48 in. at support.)

The bond stress acting between the concrete and steel is
given as V

o(jd)

where V is the shear in the beam as taken from the shear diagram,
and Eo is the perimeter of reinforcing steel in contact with
concrete at the section where V is taken. Bond stresses may be re-
duced by using smaller bars in greater numbers for a required A.

The maximum shearing stress in the concrete at any point
between the neutral axis and the tensile reinforcement is given as

V
b(jd)
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Web reinforcement in the form of stirrups or bent up bars must
be provided to carry shear in excess of the allowable br the con-
crete.

Example: Reinforced Concrete Beam with Simple Supports

Design a simply supported reinforced concrete beam to
have a span of 15 feet and to carry live loads, as shown. Use
18, 000 lb/ sq in. for steel and 2500 lb/ sq in. for concrete.

I5KIP SKIP

H
000 LB/FT LIVE LOAD

BEAM

I5KIP SKIP

I1iA

P7A
MOMENT DIAGRAM

(KIP-FT)

Assume beam weighs
300 lb/ft

b = d/Z

k = 0. 375

j = 0.875

F-4---H fc=II25PsI

000

M = 121(1Z)(l000) =-(0. 375 d)(--_)(O.875 d)
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d = 15,700

d =25in.
Use d =25in.

b = 12 in.

(Beam good for 122. 5 kip-ft using balanced design - Seelye)

M = A f (jd)ss

A
121(12)(1000) 2

s 18, 000(0. 875)(25) = 3.68 in.

Use three No. 10 bars (A = 3.80 in.2)

Check bond:

V 27,800
=

o(jd) 3(3. 99)(O. 875)(25)
= 106 versus 250 allowable. OK.

Check shear:

V = vb(jd) = 75(12)(0.875)(25) = 19.7 kip carried by concrete.

Assume 3/8-in, diameter stirrups and check for spacing:
2(0.11)(18,000)(0.875)(25)S = A f (jd)/V' 10.7 in. at leftvv 27,800- 19,700 support

below.

Maximum spacing = d/2 = 12.5 in.

The transformed section for a concrete T-beam is shown

I

b -I F- b

48
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For convenience in analysis, the concrete below the flange
and above the neutral axis is considered to be of no value in re-
sisting bending moment. It should be noted that, as the propor-
tions of the beam change, the NA may move up so that only part
of the flange is in compression.

Example: Reinforced Concrete Beam with Restrained Ends

Design a reinforced concrete T-beam having a span of 18
feet between faces of supports and supporting a uniformly distrib-
uted load of 26, 000 pounds, exclusive of the weight of the beam.
Ends are fully restrained.

W26KIP+5.43I4KIP WL Estimate weight of beam
at 300 lb/ft.

Assume f = 2500 psi

n = 12
f = 20, 000 psi
S

Invert T-beam since max
moment is negative at

157 supports.

236 KIP-FT
Proportion stem for mom-
ent at center of span with
b = d/2.

'f
MOMENT DIAGRAM

(KIP-FT)

-471

M=23,600(12)=(0.4d)(0.866d)(11Z5/2)

d3 = 2900

d = 14.3 in.

Useb=7.5in. d=l4in.
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I-i-----4 f=II25

T

L00 J
FOR .L AT SUPPORT

I..-7 c°._-_l

b -

1125+1. 2/5. 2(1125)favg=
2

= 690 psi

a23, 600(12)A =
20,000(0.866)(14) = 1.17 in.

Use two No. 7 bars.

Flange depth3.75 in.
I ACI codeFlange width.. 30 in.

Assume flange depth = 4 in.
Assume 2 rows of steel.
Assume jd = 0.9 d = 11.7 in.

47,100(12) = 2.41 inA =
20,000(11.7)

Use 4No. 7 bars.

Assume kd = 0.4 d = 5.2 in.
C T = 2.41(20,000) = 4b (690)
b = 17. 5 in. Use b = 18 in.

Check shear:
V 15,700

V
b(jd) 7.5(11.7) = 179 psi Use stirrups.

Shear carried by concrete = V = 75(7. 5)(ll. 7) = 6600 lb

Stirrup spacing at support = S AF(jd)/V'

Assume 3/8-in, diameter stirrups, 0.22(20, 000)(1 1.7)
9100

= 5.65 in.
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d+ 1
Maximum stirrup spacing = 7 in.

Retaining walls of reinforced concrete are designed as flex-
ural members, with the bending moments at the base of the stem
and the forward edge of the base setting the required dimensions
from the standpoint of strength in bending. In addition to the
strength of the wall alone, further investigation must be made as to
its stability against sliding or over turning, and as to magnitude and
distribution of soil pressures on the stem and base.

Example: Retaining Wall Design

A retaining wall with a cross section similar to that shown
is to be designed. The wall will be 21 feet high from the base.
The surcharge slope is 2-1. The wall will be on the property line,
therefore it must be cantilevered. Counterforts will not be used.
The allowable soil-bearing pressure is 2-1/2 tons per sq ft, and
the weight of the fill back of the wall is 110 lb per cu ft. Use
these allowable stresses: f' = 2500 psi, f = 20, 000, and ACI
specifications. Coefficient c0f friction beteen subsoil and con-
crete base is 0. 5. Select dimensions for wall and show reinforcing.

Based on a given unit of weight, bearing pressure, and sur-
charge slope, assume an equivalent fluid pressure, w = 30 lb/cu ft
(Seelye). Assume following dimensions for retaining wall:
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C3

(436X21)

Find position of resultant on base.

Adjust equivalent fluid weight
for surcharge.

w' 30_(21 43.6
21 lb/ft3

H
43.6(21) (21) = 9600 lb

Unit Volume Force Arm Moment about 0
(Cu ft) (kip) (ft) (kip-ft)

C1 19.0 2.85 0.50 + 1.4
C2 9.5 1.42 1.33 + 1.9
C3 24.0 3.60 6.00 + 21.6
S1 190.0 20.90 7.00 + 146.5
S2 30.2 3.33 8.33 + 27.7

S3 9.5 1.05 1.67 + 1.7

H 9.60 7.00 67.3
EFv= 33. 15 kip ZM= + 133.5 kip-ft

- 133.5
x

33. 15
= 4. 02. Good, gives triangular soil loading on base.

Max sail rreate at o 5.53 kip/ft2 versus 5.00 allow-
able.

Check against sliding:

Max friction = 33.15(0.5) = 16.6 kip versus 9.6 kip. OK.
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Design: Use tables for balanced
design (Seelye, pp 1-35).

STEM

M1= 50 kip-ft

Use d= 16 in.

A= 2. 18 in. 2

830 LB/FT2

M1

BASE 2800 LB/FT2

4600 LWFT2

M2= 67. 5 kip-ft

Use d = 19 in.

A = 2. 58 in.
S

Final dimensions: This
section requires 1.28 cu
yd/ft of wall as compared
to 1.95 for previous de-
sign.

I
I21

= 37 hip, 2M = 173. 3
V 0 kip-ft

x=4.7ft OK.

Max soil pressure still
slightly over allowable,
but should be OK.

Example: Retaining Wall Design (more detailed)

The retaining wall shown maintains a coefficient of sliding
friction of 0. 5 or less. Assume 2000-lb concrete and reinforcing
steel with allowable 18, 000 lb/sq in. working stress, in accord-
ance with ACI-3l8-5l code, and determine:

1. Required wall thickness, T.
2. Required base slab thickness, S.
3. Size and spacing of A bars.
4. Size and spacing of C bars.
5. WidthofbaseB.
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k-
8 200 LB/FT2SURCHARGE

100 LB/FT3 SOIL WEIGHT

40 LBflT3EQUIV FLUID
PRESSURE

- -2.5

2
-A BARS

&:. 4

.1 CBARS7

'IEIIt7i
ZEROMINF-$EEL

I

PRESSURE

I_N B

Load on stem. (Refer Seelye for data on surcharge.)

V 'i__
M

q(-) lb/ft = 200(-) = 80 lb/ft
increase in pressure due to sur-

-LB/FT charge.

V =.(l6) + 80(16) = 6400

M = 5l20(.j) + l280(.) = 37,600
For balanced design use beam
tables (Seelye, p 134).

d= 15.5, A = l.68(20000)= 1.87 in.720---4 8 18,000
T = 15. 5 + 2.5 = 18 in.

No. lOAbars at 8-in. spacing. Cut
alternate bars 8 ft from top.
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Stability of wall. Assume S = 18 in. , B = 9 ft.

H1 = 700/2(17.5) = 6140 lb

H2 = 80(17.5) = 1400 lb

Unit Volume Force Arm Moment
C1 10.7 1.60 4.33 6.93

C2 6.7 1.00 4.95 4.95

C3 13.5 2.03 4.50 9.14

S1 8.0 0.80 2.00 1.60

S 64.0 6.40 2.00 12.80

H1 -- 6.14 5.84 35.80

H2 -- 1.40 8.75 12.27

= 11.83 1M = 83.49
V 0

= 7.54 - 83.5
H x =-=7.08f1

7.54
= 0.6411.83

Too high, too far.

Redesign base. S = 18 in. , B = 11 ft. Extend heel 2 feet to the
right.
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Horizontal forces remain the same. Additional vertical
forces:

Surcharge, 2(200) = 400 lb
Soil above heel, Z(16)(l00) = 3200 lb

Added concrete in base, 2(225) = 450

4050 lb

= 4.05 kip

New EF = 11.83 + 4.05 = 15.88 kip

New EM = 83.5 + 2(11.83) + 1(4. 05) = 111.20 kip-ft

New x =
15.88

= 7.0 ft OK

15.88
= 0.475 OK

TOE
262

70'
Fv-I588 KIP

_____35, _lv

IbM

(1
+ 6ep

B

P
15,880 + 6(1.5)]

P = 1442(1 0.818)

P = 2620 lb/ft2 at toe

P = 262 lb/ft2 at heel

Check toe for bending.

M = 1870(3.5)(!.)
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With d = 15. 5, jd = 13. 6

13,130(12)A = 0.65 sq ni.
s 18,000(13.6)

Use No. 6 bars at 8 inches.

800 LB/FT Check heel for bending.

I I M = 1800(6)(3) + 225(6)(3)

i I I - 262( 6)( 3) - 1 288()()

VJ J__[_J._i262

M = 24, 000 ft-lb

24, 000(12)A=
s 18,000(13.6)

550

A = 1.18 sq in.
S

Use No. 8 bars at 8 inches.

Problems

1. A precast, concrete pile wall is to be driven for the
purposes of furnishing a flood wall 6 feet high and a cut-off wall
extending 20 feet into the gr.ound. The piles are to be 8 inches
thick by 24 inches wide, by 26 feet long, and will provide 1 foot
of freeboard over the maximum flood of record. For the pur-
pose of exact determination, assume the pile is firmly held at
the ground line and that the reinforcement required to resist
driving stresses will be 1-1/2% of the cross-sectional area. De-
termine the additional steel, if any, required to resist the hydrau-
lic stress.

2. Design an eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete
footing for a rigid frame. The direct load is 30, 000 lb per foot of
wall, and the moment from the wall at the footing is 20, 000 ft-lb
per foot of wall. Use an allowable soil bearing pressure of 4000 lb
per sq ft, 18, 000-lb steel, and 2500-lb concrete. Show a detail of
the size of the footing, including all reinforcing.
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30.000 LB

FT-LB

3. A reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall is re-
quired which would be 15 feet high from the top of the heel slab
to the top of the wall. Fill material to be placed behmd it weighs
100 lb/cu ft and has a 30-degree natural angle of repose. Design
heel and toe slab dimensions and thickness of stem, indicating
position of resultant pressure. Indicate position, spacing, and
size of reinforcement in stem and slab.

4. From calculations made for a rectangular reinforced
concrete pressure conduit, the moment and direct stress at a
certain point in one of the walls were found to be: M = 27 kip-
feet per foot, and direct stress = 10 kips per foot tension. By
the transformed area method determine the stresses in the steel
and concrete at this point. Total thickness of wall = 18 inches.
Reinforcement consists of 1-inch diameter bars spaced at 6
inches on tension side. Distance from concrete face to rein-
forcement on ten8ion side = 3 inches, n = 10. Kd was found to
be 4.31 inches.
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V. HYDRAULICS

Hydraulics problems discussed in this section will be re-
stricted to steady flow conditions where the volume rate of flow
(0 cfs) is equal to the product of the cross-sectional area of the
stream (A sq ft), and the average velocity (V ft per sec) perpen-
dicular to the cross-sectional area at any section

or

Q = A1V1 = A2V2 = A3V3

The energy equation for hydraulic analysis may be written

E1 = E2 + energy loss12

P1
2+Z +h+ _- + z1 = +

z L1 -2

This may be shown in graphical form for a pipe flowing full.

ltr

The energy grade line (EGL) and the hydraulic grade line
(HGL) show the value of energy head and piezometric head for
any point in the system. The energy head is defined as the sum
of velocity head (V2/Zg), pressure head (P1w), and elevation
head (Z). The piezometric head is defined as the sum of pressure
head and elevation head. By this definition the hydraulic grade
line must always lie below the energy grade line a distance V2/2g,
and must be parallel to the energy grade line in regions of uniform
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flow (no change in velocity). Note the dimensions of the term head
are energy per pound of fluid, ft-lb/lb, or simply ft.

The energy loss term hL due in this case to pipe friction,
must be evaluated through the use of experimental data. Many
formulas, all of them using experimental data, have been proposed.
The most generally applicable formula is the Darcy-Weisbach for-
mula for head loss due to pipe friction,

L V2h = f for pipes
L D Zg

or

h f for noncircular conduits
L 4RZg

where f, the friction factor, is an experimentally determined coef-
ficient which varies with the interior roughness of the pipe and the
Reynolds number of the flow. In most civil engineering design
application, the Reynolds number is high, and f varies only with
the roughness of the pipe.

The hydraulic radius R is defined as the ratio of cross-
sectional area of flow to length of wetted perimeter P of conduit.
For circular pipes flowing full, R = D/4.

In addition to the Darcy-Weisbach formula, two other pro-
posed formulas have been generally accepted and widely used:

V = 1.318 CHR° 63s° (Hazen-Williams)

1486R2/3S1/Z (Manning)n

where the Hazen-Williams coefficient CH , and the Manning
roughness factor n are again experimenta1Ny determined coeffi-
cients which depend upon the roughness of the channel lining.
S = hL/L is defined as the slope of the energy grade line.

Example: Flow Analysis

A 30-inch pipe line from a reservoir was discharging
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36 cfs. The discharge was reduced suddenly to 18 cfs, with no
apparent change in conditions of the pipe. It was suspected that
a timber had been carried down from the reservoir and lodged
at a bend in the pipe at point x. It was known that the pipe was
clear at point y. The pipe was tapped and pressure was meas-
ured at the two points. At y it was found to be 9. 0 pounds per
square inch. At x, which was 10 feet lower in elevation and
1000 feet distant, the pressure was 9.4 pounds per square inch.
The coefficient n for the pipe is 0.016. Show by mathematical
analysis if an obstruction exists.

R = D/4 = 0.625

R213 = 0.732
V = 18/4.91 3.67
y

V2
= 0.21

2g

p
= 9(2. 31) = 20. 8

p
'C

The Manning formula can be
written:

Vn 1r3.67(o.o16)12
[. 486 R2/'3] [1.486(0. 732)]

S = 0.0029
hL = 2.9 ft

E =E +h
y x L

2
Vx0.21 + 20.8+10 = + 21.7 + 2.9
Zg

= 9.4(2.31) = 21.7 2
w V

= 6.41>0.21
2g

The foregoing value of V2/2g offers the following possibil-
ities: x

1. The timber is lodged at x, in which case the velocity of
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flow through the constricted area must increase.

2. The timber is lodged between y and x, in which case the
computed value of hL is much lower than the true value.

Losses, in addition to pipe friction losses, may be expected
at any time the fluid velocity is changed. These are called minor
losses and occur at conduit contractions, expansions, and bends.
Pipe fittings or imperfectly aligned joints also cause additional
losses. Valves, in effect, are adjustable head loss producers. The
magnitude of any of these minor losses can be expressed generally
as

2h K
L 2g

where K is determined from experimental data (available in civil
engineering or hydraulics handbooks).

Example: Determination of Conduit Size

An outlet conduit through a darn has the following charac-
teristics:

1. Streamlined entrance.
2. Slide gate controlled 20 feet from upstream face.
3. Rectangular outlet throughout.
4. Passes horizontally through dam at elevation 100 feet.
5. Headwater at elevation 200 feet.
6. Length of conduit 50 feet.

Find the size to discharge 500 cfs and plot pressure gradi-
ent.

Assume: fL V2f = 0.015, use h1
D

K = 0. 05, loss coefficient for entrance
e

K = 0. 20, loss coefficient for gate in open position
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E1. 00'

E1 = E2 + loss

2 22 2 50V VV 005y200 = 100 + +
2 g Zg

+ + 0. 2

Before the above equation can be solved, it is necessary
to assume dimensions for the conduit. Try 3 ft by 3 ft R = 0.75.

V2100 = (1 + 0.05 + 0.25 + 0.2)
Zg

Y. = = 66.7 ft
Zg 1.5

V = 65.5 ft/sec

500Required: A = = 7.65 sq ft

which is smaller than the assumed 9 sq ft of area. Dimensions
can be reduced to give approximately 8 sq ft of area, if desired.

For purposes of plotting the pressure grade line, the
following data may be calulated:

Entrance loss = 0.05(66.7) = 3. 3 ft
Valve loss = 0. 20(66. 7) = 13.3
Friction loss = 0.25(66. 7) = 16.7
Exit vel head = 1.00(66.7) = 66.7

Total 100. 0 ft Check.
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Slope of pressure grade line = 167/50 0.334.

Example: Flow Between Reservoirs

Two reservoirs, with water surface elevations 250 and
125 feet, respectively, are connected by a compound pipe line
consisting of 1000 feet of 16-inch pipe followed by 4500 feet of
12-inch pipe. The point of transition from 16 inches to 12 inches
is at elevation 215 feet. What is the flow through the line?

but

L = 1000 L4500

Assume: f = 20/1000
K = 0.50

e
K =010

c
K =1.00

ex
E =E +h

1 2 L

250 = 125 + 0.5(16) ZO 1000
+ o2g + T 2g

20 4500
+ j.00(_J)+ -j-(--j--)(---)

Zg

Q = A16V16 = Al2V12

and
\T6 v2
--= (-j-) () = 0.316
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20
125 = [o. 5(0. 316) + (0. 316) + 0. 1 + 90 + 1.0)1Zg

2
V12

125 = (0.16 + 4.75 + 0.1 + 90 + 1)

125
1. 30

V12 = 9.15 ft/sec

Q 7.18 cfs

Note in this case that the losses due to minor losses (en-
trance, pipe contraction, exit) total only 1. 26(V2/2g), as com-
pared to a friction loss of 94. 75(V22/Zg), or 1. 3 per cent of the
total loss. If the8e losses are neglected entirely, a variation in
flow of only 0.7 per cent is evident. This variation is not signif-
icant in light of the probable error in the assumed friction factor.

As a rule of thumb in deciding whether or not to consider
minor losses, the following classification is useful:

1. Long pipe--.L/D>1000; minor losses may be neglected.

2. Short pipe--L/D'l000; minor losses must be considered.

Most practical problems in civil engineering design are con-
cerned with turbulent flow patterns where the value of the friction
factor is determined by the pipe roughness alone. At lower
Reynolds numbers, however, the viscosity of the fluid also influ-
ences the value of the friction factor, and in the laminar flow range
the friction factor varies with Reynolds number only.

f = which holds only when NR< 2100

The Reynolds number is a dimensionless ratio which is
characteristic of a given flow pattern in the pipe.

VD
R v
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where
NR = Reynolds number

V = average velocity in pipe (ft/ sec)
D = diameter of pipe (ft)
v = kinematic viscosity of fluid (sq ft/sec)

Example: Power to Pump Fuel Oil

A heavy fuel oil having a specific gravity of 0.915 and a
kinematic viscosity of 0.00312 sq ft/sec at 50F, is to be pumped
through a 12-inch steel pipeline. Assuming temperature to re-
main constant, what horsepower per mile of pipe will be required
to overcome friction in the pipe when the mean velocity of the oil
is 4 feet per second?

NR='3Z = 1280

where

f = -- = 0.050

aL V 50hf/mile = f()(-- ) = .ö.(-j!2)(0. 25) = 66

QwH 3.14(62.4)(0.915)(66)
hp

550
2l.5hp

The Darcy-Weisbach equation may be written in the form
hf = rQ2, or Q =

r f(-)(---) constant f()

This is a convenient form when repeated use of the equa-
tion is necessary for a given problem. A convenient yardstick in
the use of the above equation is the fact that if L = 1000 ft, D =

1 ft, and f = 0. 020, then r = 0.5. This permits rapid calculation
of the r value for a given pipe.
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Example: Gravity Flow Through Two Feeder Lines

A fire hydrant at elevation 50 feet is supplied through 10, 000
feet of 6-inch pipe from a reservoir at elevation 160 feet, and
through 1000 feet of 8-inch pipe from a reservoir at elevation 140
feet. The hydrant is opened so the discharge is 500 gallons per mi-
nute. What is the rate of flow through each of the two pipes, and
what is the residual pressure in pounds per square inch at the hy-
drant (assuming clean cast-iron pipe), and disregarding all losses
except friction? Assume f = 0.023.

300 GPMI.I I CFS

0.023 1000 12For the 8-inch pipe: r8= 0. 5( =

0.023 10,000
For the 6-inch pipe: r6= 0. 5( 1000

= 184

This problem can be solved algebraically by writing

+ 6
= 1. 1

r6Q - r8Q = 20

and solving the two equations simultaneously.

A simpler solution is obtained by assuming an elevation
for point 0, solving for the flows, and checking to see that the
flows into and out of the hydrant balance.
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El point 0 h8 h6

137 3 23 0.828 0.352 1.18 1.11

138 2 22 0.675 0.345 1.02 1.11

From the trials above, the proper elevation for 0 is ap-
proximately 137.5.

Residual pressure = 137.5 - 50 = 87.5 ft water

= 38 psi

The same type of solution can be carried out using a nomo-
graph for the Hazen-Williams formula (Seelye, pp 6-63), C = 120.

El point 0 h8/l000 h6/l000 Q8

133 7 2.7 550 150 700

135 5 2.5 455 145 600

137 3 2.3 360 140 550

A pump placed in fluid system adds energy to the fluid.
In order to decide upon the necessary size of pump and motor and
to estimate operating costs, it is necessary to determine the sys-
tem requirements.

Example: Pumping Costs

Water from a reservoir having a surface at a constant ele-
vation of 100 feet is pumped over a hill having a summit elevation
of 250 feet. The centerline of the pump is at elevation 90 feet, and
when the pump is running a gage on the pipe line at the summit of
the hill reads 25 pounds per square inch pressure. It has been de-
termined that the total loss of head from friction and other causes
between the reservoir and the summit of the hill is 45 feet. The
pumping .mt under head was found to have an overall efficiency of
55%. What will be the annual saving if a new pumping unit is in-
stalled having an overall efficiency of 65%? Electric power costs
U per kwhr and the average daily pumpage is 1,000,000 gallons.
Q = 1.55 cfs.
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For this system the pump must lift each pound of water
150 feet in elevation, supply it with 58 feet of pressure head, and
add sufficient energy to overcome the losses in the system (45 ft).

E = 150 + 58 + 45 = 253 ft-lb/lb
p

The power which must be added to the water is

QWE
hp l.55(62.4)(253)

550 550
=44.6hp

The power which must be purchased for a unit efficiency of 55% is

hp == 81.0 hp
The required power for a unit efficiency of 65% is

hp = = 68.5 hp

Increased efficiency of the pumping unit results in a continuous
saving of 12.5 hp.

Annual saving = (12. 5)(0.746)(24)(365)(.jö.) = $820 per year

Since the head losses in any system vary as the square of
the flow rate, it follows that as the flow through a system changes,
the head which the pump adds must change also. It becomes ne-
cessary to match the pump performance data with the system-head
curve in order to assure satisfactory operation of both pump and
system. If more than one pump is involved, a combined head-ths-
charge curve for the multiple pump installation can be constructed.
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This curve will take one shape if the pumps are operated in series
and another if they are operated in parallel.

Example: Pump Performance Versus System Head Characteristics

For many years a town pumped its water with two centrifu-
gal pumps A and B; running them in parallel during times of high
demand. When increased demand necessitated more capacity, the
town officials bought a used centrifugal pump of larger capacity
to replace pump A. It was found after installation, however, that
although pump C would pump more water than pump B when pumping
alone, B and C together would pump little more than A and B had
pumped together. The town officials, believing the pump defective,
have engaged you to investigate the situation.

You find the setup is such that a rough calibration of the
pumps is relatively simple. Accordingly, you test the pumps to
determine the head discharge relationships. You also determine
the head loss characteristics of the pump suction and discharge
lines. The assembled data is as follows:

Head,
Pumps

ft Discharge,
A B

gpm
C

Pipe line
Head loss, ft Discharge, gpm

150 0 0 0 3.9 100
140 0 56 0 13.2 200
130 40 100 0 27.9 300
120 73 133 107 48.0 400
110 98 157 177 72.0 500
100 117 174 224

90 130 188 257

1. Explain the reason for the unsatisfactory operation of
pumps B and C together.

2. What quantities can be delivered at the same elevation
at a pressure of 35 lb/sq in. by

a) A alone
b) B alone
c) C alone
d) A and B together
e) B and C together
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Solution:

I. As flow increases, system head curve rises and pumps
produce less flow.

2. See values below.

15C

13C

''Ic

19C

7C

STEM RVE

235GPMXL
I

s&c
eeP4--- i - It IA&B

ILIII5Co U IOU IU UO U .51.5) .5)U 400
FLOW -GPM

The head-discharge curve for a given pump is obtained
from test data taken with the pump turning at some constant speed
throughout its operating range. Pump performance at other speeds
may be determined by testing at other speeds, or may be forecast
in accordance with the following rules:

Q varies with rpm

H varies with (rpm)2

hp varies with (rpm)3

The above relationships are based on the assumption that
the pIlvnp efficiency does not change at a given point of operation.
They can be expected to hold for moderate speed changes, but
should be used with caution.

Example: Flow Rate, Head, Power, and rpm Relationships

Given: Case I. A centrifugal pump at point A pumping through a
pipeline and discharging at point B. The head loss in the pipe,
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(h1) is 40 feet, and the difference in elevation (h) between the pump
discharge and point B is 100 feet.

Case II. A second pipe of the same size and kind is laid
parallel to the first and the same quantity is now pumped through the
two pipes as was discharged through the single pipe in Case I.

Required: 1. If 70 hp is required to discharge a given quantity of
water through the pipe in Case I, what hp is required in Case II?

2. In Case I, if the pipe is straight, smooth, 12-inch
diameter pipe and the quantity discharged is 3. 93 cubic feet per sec-
ond, what is the approximate length of the pipe?.

3. In Case I, if the quantity delivered at point B is
1000 gpm and the speed of the pump is 875 rpm, what would be the
theoretical capacity and total dynamic head developed by this pump
if the speed is increased to 1750 rpm?

4. In Case I, if the pump is pumping 1000 gpm of brine
with a specific gravity of 1.2, what is the efficiency of the pump if
70 bhp is required?

Solution: 1. h = rQ2. If flow through one pipe is cut in half,
t1en the new friction head is 40(1/2)2 = 10 feet, and
the new pump head is 110 feet.

hp = 70(f) = 55 hp

2. Q = 3. 93 cfs = 1770 gpm. Hazen-Williams formula
(C = 120) from nornograph

h/bOO = 7.8 ft L = (1000) = 5130 ft

Darcy-Weisbach formula (f = 0.020)

= 0.39 L
40(1) = 5140 ft

2g 0.020(0.39)

3. H = 140 ft

H2 = 140(-f) = 560 ft, which allows a new

friction head of 460 feet.
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Since the flow varies with the square root of hf

= l000RURD 3400 gpm

(The above assumes a flat head-discharge curve on the pump and
no drop in efficiency due to the increased head.)

4. 1000 gpm = 2.22 cfs

2. 22(62.4)(1. 2)(140)
70(eff) 550

eff= 60.5%

For uniform (constant depth) flow conditions in open
channels, the Manning formula my be written in the form

1.486 2/3 1/2
Q AR S

n

When the cross-sectional area of flow is known, the for-
mula may be solved directly for Q or S. If both Q and S are
known and the cross-sectional area or depth of flow is desired, a
trial and error solution based on the assumption of depth for uni-
form flow is generally the quickest.

Example: Depth of Fluid Flowing in Channel

The Great Northern Paper Company of Maine has a log
sluice 2800 feet long and built with a section, as shown. The
sluice is built on a slope of 0.035 and capable of handling
125, 000 Ibm per hour when the flow of water is 200 cfs. If the
channel roughness is taken at 0. 020, what is the approximate
depth d of the water in the flume?

486 2/3
0.020 AR (0. 035)1/2

Q= 13.9 AR2/3

A = d2 - 0.25

Wetted perimeter P = 2. 83d - 0.41
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d A P R=A/P R213 Q
ssumed)

3 8.75 8.09 1.08 1.05 128

4 15.75 10.90 1.45 1.28 280

3.5 12.00 -9.50 1.26 1.17 195

The depth of flow will be approximately 3.5 - 0. 5 = 3.0 ft.

Example: Design of Channel to Carry a Given Flow

A channel is to be excavated that will carry a flow of 2500
cfs. The general slope of the country will permit a grade of only
0. 0614% (S = 0.000614) and a water depth in the channel of 12 feet.
Using a coefficient of roughness of 0.04 and side slopes of 1-1/2
to 1, determine the dimensions of the channel arid the velocity of
flow.

I-b-I

1.486
0.040

AR2II3(0.000614)1/2

Q = 0.92 AR 2/3

A = 12b + 216

P = b + 43. 3

b A P R R2"3 Q
(assumed)

10 336 53.3 6.30 3.42 1050

20 456 63.3 7.21 3.74 1570

40 696 83.3 8.36 4.11 2630

39 684 82.3 8.30 4.09 2570
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Use a bottom width of 38 feet, then

Q 2500
V = 3.72 ft/sec

The dimensions shown are not necessarily the dimensions
which give the most efficient cross section for the canal. The
most efficient cross section is that which gives a minimum wetted
perimeter. This minimum perimeter (maximum hydraulic radius)
for a given area occurs when R = d12 for any trapezoidal section,
including a rectangle.

In the example shown above, a rearrangement of dimen-
sions would permit the same velocity of flow on a flatter slope, or
would permit a greater velocity and smaller area to be excavated
on the same slope.

If water flows in a channel at some constant discharge, the
velocity and depth of flow will, of course, vary with the slope of
the channel. As the slope increases, the velocity will increase and
the depth will decrease. The sum of depth plus velocity head at any
point on the flow line of the channel is called specific energy, and
may be written

2
VE =d+

s Zg

If this expression is plotted for different depths, assuming a con-
stant discharge, a curve results, as shown.

CRITICAL TRANQUIL,
OR STRE.4IING FLOW

d1/ PER STAGE SUB-

2g

CRITICAL RAPID, OR
SHOOTIN( FLOW

E3d + QCONSTANT
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It is evident that at some point flow will occur with a mini-
mum specific energy. This point is called critical flow, and flow
is said to occur at critical depth and critical velocity. The channel
slope which produces these conditions is called critical slope.
Many hydraulic phenomena are tied to this idea of critical flow.
The hydraulic jump, flow over a broad-crested weir or through a
Parshall flume, and entrance control for flow through culverts are
some examples.

In order for a hydraulic jump to occur, it is necessary
that flow initially be at some depth lower than critical depth. If
a rise in the downstream water surface occurs, the flow will then
go through an abrupt transition from lower stage to upper stage,
or from point 1 to point 2, with an accompanying energy loss, as
shown.

Example; Grade Check for Hydraulic Jump

A wooden flume 6 feet wide and 4 feet deep is intended to
carry water to a depth of 3 feet. What is the steepest grade on
which this flume can be built to avoid the possibility of a hydrau-
lic jump? Assume the flume is to be made of planed lumber
where the value of roughness coefficient is 0.012.

If flow enters the lower stage, a jump can occur; there-
fore, critical slope is the limiting slope. For rectangular chan-
nels, critical flow occurs when the velocity head is equal to one-
half the depth.

V d- = = 1. 5 ft
Zg 2

V = 9. 85 ft/sec

From the Manning formula
2 2

s
Vn E9.85(0.0l2) 1

c
k.486 R213J Ll.486l.5213]

= 0.0037

In the design of engineering projects it is often possible to
arrive at two or more different solutions to a given problem. If
each of these possible designs offers adequate performance, it is
then necessary to compare them on the basis of cost. The best
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solution is the one which may be effected for the least annual cost
over the life of the project. In this case, interest rates, operating
costs, and the life of the project are important factors, in addition
to the first cost.

Many plans of financing are available for any given project.
For the purposes of design comparisons, however, the capital re-
covery factor is probably most useful. The use of this factor,
which may be obtained from interest tables or computed approxi-
rnately (CRF = 1. 00/life of project + 2/3 interest rate), assumes
a financing plan whereby first cost plus interest is written off in
equal annual installments over the life of the project. The annual
cost for financing the project is computed as the capital recovery
factor multiplied by the first cost.

Example: Comparison of Pumping Costs

An industrial plant requires water at the maximum rate of
1000 gpxn. The total pump life, including static and friction head,
is 80 feet. The pump is driven by an electric motor, and power
for the motor costs 1. 5 per kwhr. The unit will operate under a
load factor of 80%. Based on a life of 20 years, an interest rate
of 5%, and equal maintenance costs, which of the following units
would you buy? Show comparison.

Unit A Unit B
Motor efficiency 89% 88. 5%
Pump efficiency 75% 72. 0%
Cost $1200 $1000

QH 2. 22(80)hp to water = - = 20. 2 hp8.8 8.8 = 15.1 kw

1 kwhr per year cost = 0. 015(24)(0. 8)(365) = $105/yr

Unit A Unit B

Power cost = 15. 1/eff (105) $2380 $2490
Financing costs, CRF = 0.0802 96 80

Annual cost $2476 $2570
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Unit A is most economical over a 20-year period, and will show
increased advantage if the life of the unit is longer.

In the previous example the capital recovery factor was
taken from interest tables. The approximate value would be

CR1 +(0.05) = 0.0833

Example: Comparison of Alternative Water Supply Systems

An investigation of the available means of expanding a
water supply system has indicated that two methods are possible
by which the required capacity of 2 mgd can be obtained. The
two possibilities are Plan A and Plan B, as sketched.

INTAKE WS EL COO STORAGE
RESERIR

S1DR'GE
RESER'OIR

wS

2OCO'

EL965

0000
STATI

PLAN A
PROFILE PROFILE

Use either 10-, 12-, or 14-inch ID, 7 gage, asphalt
dipped and wrapped pipe and assume the following costs will
prevail. (These costs include all contractors' overheads,
profit, et cetera.)
Trench excavation and backfill--all pipe sizes $0.90 per linear
foot.

Cost of pipe in place in trench, complete:

10-inch ID $3. 60 per un ft
12-inch ID $4.90 per lin ft
14-inch ID $5. 60 per un ft

Stream crossing for Plan A, complete $4000 lump sum
Intake for Plan A, complete $11,000 lump sum
Pump station for Plan B, complete $26,000 lump sum
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Connection to storage reservoir,
either plan, all pipe sizes,
complete $2000 lump sum

Assume further that the friction loss for the pipe is deter-
mined by C 100 in the William-Hazen formula, or f = 0. 025 in
the Darcy formula.

Based on the above, determine the following:

1. Required pipe size and construction cost for Plan A.
2. Pumping,head and construction cost for Plan B using

10-inch pipe.
3. Given annual pumping cost of $5700 for Plan B, find

the total annual cost of financing and operating the two alternates,
as suming

a) Life of the facilities constructed is 30 years.
b) Facilities will be financed by a 30-year bond issue

at 3% interest, which bond issue will be retired by annual payments
beginning the year after construction.

c) Bond retirement schedule will be so set up that the
annual payment for debt service, consisting of principal and inter-
est, will be approximately the same for each year.

d) Thirty per cent of the construction cost will be re-
quired for engineering, legal fees, and contingencies.

e) Labor and material costs for operation, mainten-
ance and repair will average $3000 per year for either plan.

2 mgd = 3. 10 cfs = 1400 gpm

1. Pipe size for Plan A:

hL = (1000 - 965)110 = 3.5 ft/lOUD

Hazen- Williams, D = 14 in. (nomograph, Seelye)

Check by Darcy-Weisbach:
2

V = 2.90 ft/sec = 0.13
Zg

h = .(.-20)(0. 13) = 2.8 ft 14 in. OK
L 1000
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For 12-inch:

hL = 2. 8(--) = 6. 1 ft 12 in. too small

2. Pumping head for Plan B (using 10-in, pipe):

Ha zen-Williams hf= 'jÔ(2)

25 2000Darcy-Weisbach h1=
-j- 10/12 0. 5 = 30 ft

Pumping head = 365 + 35 = 400 ft

Construction costs:

Item Plan A Plan B
Trench excavation & backfill $ 9,000 $ 1, 800
Pipe in place 56, 000 7,200
Stream crossing 4,000 --
Intake 11,000 --
Pump station - - 26, 000
Reservoir connection 2,000 2,000

Total construction cost 82,000 37,000
Engineering, legal, et
cetera at 30% 24, 600 11, 100

Amount of bond issue 106, 600 48, 100

Annual Costs:

Debt service at 5.1% (CRF) 5,450 2,460
Maintenance 3,000 3,000
Pumping costs -- 5, 700

Annual cost $8,450 $11,160
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Problems

A horizontal rectangular conduit 2000 feet long by 8
feet wide by 10 feet high with invert elevation = 1000 feet msl,
connects two reservoirs. A rectangular slide valve located
1500 feet from the upstream end of the conduit is open 2 feet and
stands at elevation 1025 feet msl. Assuming the hydraulic energy
losses through the valve consist of a gradual contraction equal to
0. 1 the difference between the velocity head in the fully contracted
jet (C = 0. 6) and the conduit velocity head, and an abrupt expan-
sion eual to 0. 5 the same difference in velocity heads, determine
the upstream pool elevation. The Darcy friction factor is f = 0.017,
and in terms of the conduit velocity head, entrance and exit losses
are 0.05 and 1.00, respectively.

2. When a quantity of 8000 gpm is flowing through a combi-
nation of pipes from A to B, as shown, what is the flow through
each pipe, and what is the slope of the hydraulic gradient of each
from A to B?

1200- 18' CONCRETE PIPE

AK 800- 12 STEEL

PIPE>B

1600 -6' W000 STAVE P1 PE

3. Water flows at the rate of 3. 0 cfs through the pipe grid
system shown, entering at A and flowing out at C. Determine the
rate of flow through each pipe.

3CFS A LIIOO-IO' PIPE DIAMETER B

2
II

E L800 -D-I0
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4. What is the depth of water flowing 1500 second-feet in a
40-foot channel with 2:1 side slopes? The gradient of the channel
is 2 feet per mile and the roughness coefficient is 0.030.

5. The average annual duty of water for a 10, 000-acre
irrigation project is 3 feet. Estimate the distribution and maxi-
mum rate of use and the probable losses.

a) Design a main canal with moderate side slopes
for construction through a light volcanic ash Boil.

b) Design for the same canal a section with 30-degree
side slopes across loose talus.

c) Design for the same canal a section with 30-degree
side slopes in firm but seamy and fissured rock.

6. A municipal power system purchased annually
70, 000, 000 kwhr of electrical energy from Bonneville Power Ad-
ministration at an average rate of 2. 2 mills per kwhr. They
understood the rate would be increased about 12% when the rates
would be reviewed a year later. The city has water rights to
300 sec-ft on a stream where they have tentative plans for a
power project which could provide this energy by developing a
head of 180 feet. The proposed plan includes a diversion canal
which is being designed for 300 sec-ft, but which will carry an
average of only 250 sec-ft during the year.

A cost estimate of the plant is being made and, in the
meantime, you have been asked to make a preliminary estimate
of the maximum first cost the city would be justified in paying
for the development. The project is to be financed by bonds
maturing in 35 years and drawing 3-1/2% interest. Your esti-
mate will be based on the following assumptions:

a) Transmission loss from plant to substation where
BPA power is delivered is 3%.

b) Overall plant efficiency is 83%.
c) Operational maintenance and replacement are 1. 5%

of the project cost.

7. A multiple-purpose project is to be constructed at a
total first cost of $30, 000, 000. Construction is to start at the be-
ginning of the fiscal year and completed in five years. Funds will
be expended at 5% the first year, 15% the second, 30% the third,
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30% the fourth, and 20% the fifth. The capital cost, including in-
terest during construction, must be amortized in 50 years from the
date of completion. Interest rate is 4%, cost of operation and main-
tenance amounts to $200, 000 annually, and loss of taxes $3000 annu-
ally. (Amortization rate at 4% is 4. 655%.) Annual benefits amounting
to $3, 000, 000 begin to accrue to the project upon completion. De-

termine the benefit-to-cost ratio for the project.
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VI. HYDROLOGY

The hydraulic design of all drainage systems is based upon
the peak flows which these systems must pass. For predicting peak
flows for small areas the "rational" formula is widely used,

Q = CIA
where

Q = peak runoff in cubic feet per second.
C = runoff coefficient, which can be expected to vary with

the size, shape, slope, and location of the watershed,
as well as with topography, vegetation, soil texture,
and soil moisture. The fact that this coefficient must
be estimated makes judgment and experience impor-
tant factors.

I = rainfall intensity (inches per hour) taken from rain-
fall intensity-duration studies for a given area.

A = area of watershed in acres.

Example: Drain Pipe Sizes for Parking Lot

An asphalt-paved parking lot is drained by catch basins
located at A, B, C. The finished pavement elevations at these
points are 55, 55, and 56, respectively. The inlet time for any
inlet may be taken as 7 minutes, and the rainfall intensity-dura-
tion relationship is expressed as I = 40/(t + 13). The minimum
cover is 2.0 feet, and n = 0.013. What diameters of concrete
pipe would you select for AC, BC, and CD?

Assume runoff coefficient C = 0. 90. (Use nomograph in
Seelye for pipe sizes.)

For area B:
Area = 2.75 acres

4017
13 =2.Oin./hr

Q = 0.90(2.0)(2.75) = 4.95 cfs

Try D = 15-in, pipe: V = 4. 1 ft/sec; a = 0.006; hL= 2.40 ft.

Invert elevation at B = 51.75.
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I-200 300

A B

0

For area A:

48 SEWER
MANHOLE FLOW-
LINE, EL 43.80'

Area = 1. 83 acres
I = 2.0 in. /hr
Q = 3.30 cfs

Try D = 12 in. pipe: V = 4.3 ft/sec; s = 0.009; hL= 2.7 ft

Invert elevation at A = 53. 00.

For total area:

Area = 6. 87 acres
Time for flow to travel from B to C = 1. 5 mm approx

40
I_85+13=l.86in./hr

Q = (0. 90)(l.86)(6. 87) = 11.5 cfs

Try D = 24 in. pipe: V = 3.7 ft/sec; s = 0. 0027; hL= 2.7 ft

Invert elevation at C = 51.75 -2.4- 0.75 = 48.60
Invert elevation at D = 48. 60 - 2.70 = 45.90
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Top of 24-in, pipe at D = 47. 90
Top of 48-in, pipe at D = 47.80
OK. Drop 24-in, pipe 0. 1 at D

Where larger drainage areas are involved, the rational'
formula cannot be applied because of the complexities in esti-
mating the runoff coefficient. In addition, it is generally desir-
able to know not only the peak flows but also the time distribution
of runoff. A unit hydrograph constructed from actual stream
flow records is useful in this case. Because the unit hydrograph
is constructed from actual stream flow records, it is not neces-
sary to estimate a runoff coefficient.

A unit hydrograph is defined as the hydrograph resulting
from a u.nit storm which resulted in a volume of runoff equal to
a depth of one inch over the entire drainage area. A unit storm
may be of any length, but usually is taken as some even multiple
of a 3-hour storm.

The use of the unit hydrograph in deriving design floods
for a given drainage area is based on the following assumptions:

1. For all uniform-intensity storms of the same duration,
the base length of the hydrograph is the same regardless of the
volume of runoff.

2. Since the area under the hydrograph represents the
total volume of runoff, the hydrographs of two unit storms of
different intensities will be similar in shape to each other and to
the unit hydrograph. The ratio of the ordinates of the graphs will
be in the same ratio as the volumes of runoff from the storms.

3. The shape of the hydrograph is not changed because of
concurrent runoff from another unit storm.

Example: Determination of Unit Hydrograph

A certain river has a watershed area of 75 square miles
above an established recording gaging station. During a 6-hour
rainstorm, 2 inches of rain fell evenly over the entire area, and
then the rain stopped. The hydrograph of the stream, taken at
6-hour intervals, showed the following stream flow:
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Time, hr Observed flow, cfs

0 500
6 2440

12 3910
18 2630
24 1860
30 1480
36 1110
42 880
48 710
54 610
60 560
66 520
72 500

Determine the ordinates of the unit hydrograph for this
Stream and runoff coefficient for the 6-hour storm.

The solution may be outlined as follows:

1. Separate base flow of 500 cfs.
2. Compute volume of runoff resulting from storm.
3. Compute inches of runoff resulting from storm = R.

observed flow - 500
4. Ordinates to unit hydrograph -

R

5. Runoff coefficient = R/2 = 1.39/2 = 0.695.

Time, hr Storm flow, cfs Unit hydrograph, cfs

0 0 0

6 1940 1395
12 3410 2450
18 2130 1530
24 1360 980
30 980 705
36 610 440
42 380 274
48 210 151
54 110 79
60 60 43
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Time, hr Storm flow, cfs Unit hydrograph, cfs

66 20 14
72 0 0

11,210

Volume runoff = 11,210(6) = 67, 300 cfs-hr

67, 300(3600)(12)Inches runoff = = 1. 39 in.
75(5280)2

Example: Determination of Drainage Discharge

For the storm shown on the following mass precipitation
curve, determine the maximum discharge at a bridge location
which has a drainage area of 100 square miles of hilly country.
A 12-hour unit hydrograph for the area above the bridge is given
also. Surface losses during the storm were 0.08 inches per hour
for the first 12 hours, and 0.05 inches per hour for the second 12
hours. Discharge at the bridge location at the start of the storm
was 500 cfs.

-'
L

4.901

0 .3 b 9 I I I I 4
DURATION IN HOURS

In order to derive the storm hydrograph from the 12-hour
unit hydrograph, it is necessary to use two 12-hour storms.

Runoff from first Storm = 2.00- 0.08(12) = 1.04 in.
Runoff from second storm = 2.90 -0. 05(12) = 2.30 in.
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The storm hydrograph for the first storm is found by
multiplying the ordinates to the unit hydrograph by 1.04. The
storm hydrograph for the second storm, which starts 12 hours
after the first, is found by multiplying the unit hydrograph or-
dinates by 2. 30. The ordinates to these two hydrographs can
then be added to obtain the total storm hydrograph.

Time
hr

Unit hydrograph
cfs

First storm
cfs

Second storm
cfs

Total
cfs

0 0 0 0 0

6 600 625 0 625
12 1500 1560 0 1560
18 2500 2600 1380 3980
24 1900 1980 3450 5430
30 1300 1350 5750 7100
36 900 940 4370 5310
42 700 730 3000 3730
48 500 520 2080 2600

Maximum discharge = 7100 + 500 = 7600 cfs

The effect of unregulated reservoir storage or pondage
behind a dam during storm runoff is shown in the sketch. Note
that an area on the graph represents a volume of water, and for
some time interval t, the volume of water flowing into the res-
ervoir is divided into two parts; one part discharged over the dam
and one part held in storage. If subscripts 1 and 2 denote the be-
ginning and end of the time interval, the relationship may be
written
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Volume inflow = volume discharged + volume stored

11+ 12 D1+ D2

2
At=

2
t+S2-S1

2S 2S
11+ 12 = D1+ D + - -f-

2 t

2S 2S2
I + I + - D1) = + D2

1 2

(I NFLGW)

EMPORARY

HYDROGRAPH ABOVE DAM

1-IYDROGRAPH BELOW DAM
(DIscHARGE)

TIME-HR

If discharge and storage are both a function of the water
surface elevation behind the dam, a tabulation of water surface
elevation versus D + 25/t can be constructed for some uniform
time interval. Such time interval must be short enough to define
the inflow hydrograph. Then starting at the initial point on the
hydrograph for the first time interval, 11+ 12+ (D1- 25 /At) can
be found. From this value, which is equal to D2+ ZS)/kt the
water surface elevation at the end of the first interval can be
found. A step-by-step solution of the problem can then be ef-
fected.

Example: Determination of Water Surface Elevation During
Storm

The storm runoff within a drainage district protected by
a levee is passed through a 6-foot diameter pipe with a tide gate
to the main river. The river, at the time of a local storm, is
at a constant elevation of 10 feet.
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The storm runoff from the local drainage behind the levee
is defined by the following hydrograph:

Time, hr Inflow, cfs

0 0

1 200
2 500
3 800
4 800
5 600
6 400
7 zao

8 100

9 80
10 60

The channel storage behind the levee is at the constant
rate of 10 acre-feet per foot of rise. The outflow through the
culvert for each foot of head is given by the following table:

Head, ft Outflow, cfs

0 0

1 191
2 270
3 330
4 381
5 426
6 467
7 505
8 539
9 572
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Head, ft Outflow, cfs

10 606
11 633
12 662

Assuming the water surface elevation inside the levee to be
at 10 feet at the beginning of the storm, what is the maximum
water surface elevation behind the levee that would result froxh the
storm runoff?

Assume a time interval, t = 1 hr

= 20 acre-ft per hr per ft of rise

-___ - 243 cfs per ft of rise3600

A ZS/t + D table may now be constructed for t = 1 hour.

Head D 2S/t 2S/t + D
ft cfs cfs

0 0 0 0

1 191 243 434
2 270 486 756
3 330 729 1059
4 381 972 1353
5 426 1215 1641
6 467 1458 1925
7 505 1701 2206
8 539 1944 2483
9 572 2187 2759

10 606 2430 3036

With this information the storm hydrograph may now be
routed through the levee. Sample calculations are shown:

Time interval 0-1:

0; 12= 200; 0; 2S/it = 0

2S ZS

I+I+---D =200=---+D
1 2 t 1 t
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200WS elev = 10 + 1() = 10.46

2s
0.46(243) = 112; D = 200- 112 = 88

2

Time interval 1-2:

11= 200; I 500; D1 88; 2S1/tt = 112

2s 2s
I + I + - D = 724 = + D

1 2 t 1 t 2

724 - 434
WS elev =

+ 756
= 11.90

= 1.90(243) = 462; 724 462 = 262

Calculations for following time intervals are shown in
the following table:

Time Inflow 11+ 12
hr cfs

0 0 0

1 200 200
2 500 700
3 800 1300
4 800 1600
5 600 1400
6 400 1000
7 220 660
8 100 320
9 80 180

10 60 140

2S1 2S2
2S--D +D

2
D Elev

t 1 t

0 0 0 0 10.00
0 200 88 112 10.46

24 724 262 462 11.90
200 1500 400 1100 14.51
700 2300 520 1780 17.34

1260 2660 560 2100 18.64
1540 2540 540 2000 18.21
1460 2120 490 1630 16.69
1140 1460 400 1060 14.37

660 840 275 565 12.28
290 430 190 240 10.99

Note that the maximum water surface elevation of 18. 64
feet inside the levee occurred at least an hour after the peak
runoff had passed, and that the peak outflow was 560 cfs against
a peak inflow of 800 cf&.
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Many engineering projects are concerned with minimum
stream flows as well as maximum stream flows. Some examples
of these are power generation, water supply, irrigation, and nav-
igation. Here again, stream flow records are referred to and are
examined with the idea of increasing minimum flows by the use of
storage. The graphical approach of the mass diagram is most
useful in this study. Cumulative volumes of flow past the site of
the development are plotted against time (see below).

t.J

-J

TI ME

Note that the slope of a line on this diagram represents a
volume rate of flow. If we say that BDE represents some mini-
mum desired flow rate, we see that this flow rate is exceeded
during times AB and CE. The natural flow is less than that
desired during time BC. If the reservoir is full at A, we will be
spilling water through AB; drawing from storage through BC; and
refilling the reservoir through CE. After time E, we will be
spilling water again. The length of line DC represents the volume
of storage necessary to develop the desired flow.

Example: Determination of Minimum Flow

Determine maximum dependable flow at a power dam which
forms a reservoir with a gross capacity of 180, 000 acre-feet, of
which 120, 000 acre-feet are usable and the critical power period
of the record of the stream at the dam is
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Date Mean monthly Date Mean monthly
discharge, cfs discharge, cfs

1936 June 9,000 1937 June 5,500
July 15,000 July 8,000
Aug 12,000 Aug 6,000
Sept 7,000 Sept 3,000
Oct 6,000 " Oct 2,000
Nov 3,000 Nov 1,500
Dec 1,500 Dec 1,100

1937 Jan 1,200 1938 Jan 1,000
" Feb 1,200 Feb 1,500

Mar 2,000 Mar 2,500
April 2, 500 April 5, 000
May 4,500 ' May 7,000

II June 10,000
July 16, 000

I Aug 12,000

Plot a mass diagram for the cumulative flows, as shown.
120,000(43,600)

120, 000 acre-feet 2000 cls -month

I.,
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A table of required storage versus dependable flow can be
derived from the mass diagram.

Flow Storage Line
cfs cfs mo

1000 0 --
1500 1100 AZ
2000 2700 CD

2000 - 1100Approximate dependable flow = 1500 + 500(
-

= 1780 cfs

Problems

1. Evaluate the following equivalents to three significant
figures:

a) 1 day - cfs = (?) acre-ft
b) 1 - month cfs = (?) acre-ft (31-day month)
c) 1 - year - cfs = (?) acre-ft
d) 1 - acre-ft/sq mile = (?) inches of runoff
e) 1 - cfs - year! sq mile = (?) inches of runoff
f) 1 - cfs = (?) million gallons per day

) 1 inch of runoff per day per sq mile =(?) cfs
h) 1 inch of runoff per hr per acre = (?) cfs

2. a) Explain how to construct a unit hydrograph
used in routing river flood crests.

b) Draw and explain how to construct a rainfall
intensity-duration curve. Explain how this curve is used in
engineering practice.

c) Are water rights required for underground
waters in Oregon, and if so, to whom would one have to make
application for such use?

3. Determine the required reservoir capacity to give
dependable regulated flow of 950 cfs for the stream flow pattern
given. Also determine for this same periOd of record the de-
pendable flow that can be obtained with 430, 000 acre-feet of
usable reservoir capacity.
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April 2000 cfs month May 2000
May 3000 June 3000
June 4500 July 2500
July 3500 Aug 1800
Aug 2500 Sept 1200
Sept 1500 Oct 900
Oct 1000 Nov 800
Nov 800 Dec 700
Dec 750 Jan 600
Jan 700 Feb 750
Feb 800 Mar 1000
Mar 1100 April 1500
April 1500 May 2500
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VU. SANITARY

In the design of water supply systems the problems of
quality and quantity of water are most important. Specifications
for water quality are set by the U.S. Public Health Service
Drinking Water Standards, February 1946, and specify permis-
sible limits as to bacteriological quality as well as physical and
chemical characteristics. Required quantity, assuming an ade-
quate supply, is based on estimated per capita use, industrial
demand, and any other unclassified use. Design flows for a
given project cannot be estimated safely until a detailed study is
made of water use for that project.

If an adequate source of supply protected from pollution
can be developed, the next steps in the process are treatment of
the water in order to make it pleasant to the taste, sight, and
smell; removal of disease-producing bacteria; and reduction of
excessive concentrations of certain chemicals. Treatment may
be given by any one or combination of the following:

1. Sedimentation-- with or without coagulants, to reduce
turbidity, taste, and odor.

2. Chemical treatment-- to reduce hardness or change
pH in order to render water less corrosive, or to implement
sedimentation.

Filtration-- to reduce bacteria count, turbidity, taste,
and odor.

4. Disinfection-- chlorination to reduce bacteria count.

A flow diagram for a typical water treatment plant em-
ploying a rapid sand filter is shown below.
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The purpo8e and the basis for design of each of the units
shown are outlined below:

1. Flash mix--thoroughly mixes coagulants with the raw
water. This may be accomplished in a number of ways: jet-agi-
tated mixing basin; mechanical mixer (pump, paddle wheel, etc);
baffled basin, spiral flow basin, or hydraulic jump. Design cri-
terion is thorough mixing, usually accomplished in 30 to 60 sec-
onds' detention time.

2. Slow mix--flocculator-- allows the floc formed by the
reaction of coagulants with the water to form. A mechanical agi-
tator traveling at slow speeds is used. Design criterion is opti-
mum floc formation, and design is based on a detention time of 20
to 40 minutes.

3. Settling tank-- clarifier-- allows sedimentation of floc.
Design should include some means of sludge removal. Design is
based on detention time of 2 to 6 hours, with overflow rates of
500 to 800 gal per sq ft per day.

4. Filter-- removes bacteria, colloidal matter, and fine
suspended solids. Design should include an under-drain system
of perforated pipes or porous plates, approximately 18 inches of
graded gravel if pipes under drains are used, and approximately
30 inches of filter media (quartz sand or crushed anthracite).
Provisions for backwashing the filter through the under drains
should be made also. Design is based on a filtering rate of 2 to
3 gal per minute per sq ft, and a backwash rate of approximately
15 gal per minute per sq ft.

5. Clear well-- storage for filtered water. Volume of
the clear well depends upon other storage available in system.
Commonly used figures are 1/4 to 1/3 daily plant capacity.

Example: Design of Water Treatment Plant

A city with 50, 000 population desires to build a water
treatment plant to supply water from a river that runs nearby.
It is estimated the consumption of water will be approximately
120 gal/capita/day, and industrial consumption will be 5 mgd.
Assume the raw water has no appreciable odor, only a slight color,
a turbidity of 30 ppm, total hardness of 20 ppm, total alkalinity as
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CaCO3 of 30 ppm, and a pH of 7.2. A total count of bacteria shows
a high concentration and indicates the need of a rapid sand filter.

In a preliminary estimate,
a) What chemical would you recommend be used?
b) How would you add the chemicals?
c) What method of rapid mixing would you use?
d) What should be the size of the coagulation basin?
e) What should be the size of the sedimentation

basin?
f) What should be the area of the filter beds?
g) What kind of filter media would you use?
h) What size clear well should be used?

2. Draw a schematic diagram of the plant and label all
parts.

This water falls within USPHS Standards except for tur-
bidity, which must be removed by use of coagulants.

Design flow 5 + £ = 11 mgd = 17.1 cfs.

la) Use aluminum sulphate (alum).
ib) Dry feed.
ic) See previous discussion.

ld) Assume 30 minutes detention time

Vol tank = 17. l(60)(30) = 30, 800 cu ft
Use depth = 15.8 ft
Dimensions 25 by 78 ft (may be divided)

le) Assume detention time of 4 hours and overflow rate
of 700 gpd per sq ft

Vol tank = 17. l(3600)(4) = 248, 000 Cu ft

11,000,000 2Surface area = = 15,700 ft
700

Depth of tank = 15.8 ft
Dimensions 25 by 625 (may be divided)

If a shorter detention time is permissible, smaller dimensions
may be adopted.

if) Assume filter rate of 2 gpm/sq ft
11, 000, 000Area
2(60)(24) = 3800 sq ft
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ig) Use 30 inches of clean quartz sand- -effective size of
0.40 to 0.55mm and uniformity coefficient of approximately 1.5

lh) Assume 1/4 daily capacity.

The decomposition of sewage wastes in the natural proc-
esses of decay requires oxygen from an outside source if disa-
greeable odors and pollution of streams and lakes are to be avoided
The need for oxygen is defined as the biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) of the sewage and is expressed in parts per million (ppm) by
weight.

Sewage treatment processes may be grouped in three gen-
eral classes:

1. Dilution-- direct discharge of wastes into natural
bodies of water. The BOD is satisfied by means of dissolved oxy-
gen (DO) in the stream, or by additional oxygen supplied from the
atmosphere through reaeration. If sufficient natural oxygen is not
available, disagreeable odors will be present and fish life will be
destroyed.

2. Primary treatment-- removal through sedimentation
and separate digestion of solids causing BOD, with the untreated
effluent being disposed of by dilution. Overall removals are 40 to
70% of suspended solids and 30 to 40% reduction of BOD.

3. Secondary treatment-- includes primary treatment with
further treatment of the effluent by filtering. Overall removals
are 80 to 90% of suspended solids and 90 to 95% reduction of BOD.

If oxygen is furnished to sewage the natural demand for
oxygen will decrease as the processes of decay proceed along the
lines shown in the sketch.

The 5-day BOD is normally taken as the index of the oxy-
gen requirements for the sewage. The percent stability of a
sample is defined as the percentage of the total BOD used since
the beginning of the test. A stability of 68% at the end of 5 days
is considered to be an average value.
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Example: River Flow Necessary to Maintain Minimum Dis-
solved Oxygen

At a certain point in a river the dissolved oxygen (DO) is
8.0 ppm and its BOD is 2.0 ppm. At this same point there are
6 mgd of domestic sewage with a BOD of 240 ppm discharged into
the river. One day downstream from the initial point, 8 mgd of
domestic sewage with a BOD of 160 ppm enters the river, and
two days downstream from the initial point, 5 mgd of industrial
wastes with a BOD of 1200 ppm enters the stream. Assume that
reaeration of the river equals 1 ppm in 5 days, and that all BOD
values are 5 days at a temperature of 20CC, and all entering
sewage wastes have zero DO. Given data of BOD:

% Stability
1 21
2 37
3 50
4 60
5 68

What flow in cfs would be required at the initial point to
maintain 5 ppm of dissolved oxygen 5 days downstream from the
initial point?
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REAERAT ION = I PPM
5 DSs

DO= 8 PPM
B002 PPM I I 3 DAYS DO5PPM

/
6MGD93CFS I 5MGD=775CF5
800=24OPPM / BODI200PPM

8MGD=124CF5
800= 160 PPM

Oxygen demanded by BOD = dissolved oxygen available.

9 3(240) + 12. 4(1 60)() + 7. 75( l200)() = Q (8 + 1 - 2 - 5)

Q = 5410 cfs

A flow diagram for a typical sewage treatment plant is
shown below. Dotted lines refer to units which give secondary
treatment.
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The purpose and basis for design of each of the units
shown are outlined below:

1. Grit chamber-- to remove sand and gravel by sedi-
mentation. Design is based on a carrying velocity of 0. 5 to 1. 0
ft per sec, and a detention time of 30 to 60 Sec.

2. Primary sedimentation - - to remove settleable solids
causing BOD. Design is based on a detention time of 1 to 2 hours,
and overflow rate of 600 to 1200 gal per sq ft per day. Tanks
should be provided with scum removal and sludge collection de-
vices.

3. Digester - to provide space for sludge digestion by
means of anaerobic bacteria. Should be provided with gas vent,
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means of drawing off digested sludge, and heat coils (80 to l00F).
Design is based on 2 to 4 cu ft per capita, or on a solids loading
basis.

4. Trickling filter- - to satisfy BOD of primary effluent.
Design is based on a filter loading of approximately 400 lb of BOD
per acre-ft per day for a standard rate filter, and 1.5 to 2.0 lb of
BOD per cu yd of filter rock per day.

Example: Primary Treatment Plant Design

A city of 10, 000 population has a sewage flow of 2. 0 mgd.
After considerable study of the sewage quality, location for the
desired sewage disposal plant, disposal of effluent, state and
local health requirements, et cetera, the design of a primary
treatment plant has been decided upon. It is thought desirable to
plan on a plain settling basin and sludge digestion system con-
sisting of primary and secondary digestion tanks.

You are asked to determine the size of the settling basin
and the necessary size of the digestion tanks. Basic design data
include:

Raw sewage, 2. 0 mgd
Allowable overflow rate, 600 gal/sq ft/day
Detention time, 1. 5 hr
Suspended solids, raw sewage, 300 ppm
Required removal, 60% of suspended solids
Recommended loading, 5 lb/cu ft/mo for

primary digester
Digesters to be designed on dry solids loading

basis

Make a sketch of the plant showing not only the settling
tank and digesters, but other principal structures and apparatus
that go with a primary treatment plant.

Volume of tank = 2(1. 55)(3600)(1. 5) = 16,700 Cu ft. deter-
mined by detention time.

2,000,000Surface area = = 3330 sq ft, determined by
600

overflow rate or surface settling rate.
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16,700Depth of tank = = 5. 0 ft above sludge storage.
3330

Diameter of tank = D = JAJ0.785

= 65.0 ft

An increase in overflow rate, if permissible, would allow
revision of dimensions.

For digester:
Weight of solids = Z(300)(8. 35)(0. 6) = 3000 lb/day

= 90,000 lb/mo

90, 000Volume of digester =
5

= 18, 000 cu ft

Assume a depth of 24 ft
Diameter = 31 ft

Example: Trickling Filter Design

Determine the dimensions of a high-rate trickling filter
required to reduce 5-day BOD by 70% for raw sewage influent
under the following conditions:

Population, 3000
Average daily domestic sewage, 70 gal/capita
5-day BOD (influent to filter), 210 ppm
Flow 0. 21 mgd
BOD load to filter = 0. Zl(210)(8. 35)(0. 70) = 258 lb/day

Assume a filter loading of 1. 5 lb of 5-day BOD per cu yd
per day. 258Volume of rock = (27) = 4650 cu ft

Assume depth = 6 ft

Diameter = 31.5 ft
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Problems

1. Draw a flow diagram of a rapid sand filter water treat-
ment plant showing the places of application of the chemicals, if
used.

a) What is the usual thickness of sand bed?
b) What is a reasonable rate of filtration?
c) What is a reasonable rate of backwash?
d) What should be the detention period in the set-

tling basin?
e) What percentage of bacterial removal can be ex-

pected without chlorination?
f) What chemical is most used as a coagulant?
g) What other chemicals are in common use as co-

agulants?
h) Approximately how much coagulant must be used

to get good floc?
i) Approximately how much chlorine is used for

chlorination?
j) Why is ammonia sometimes used with the chlorine?

2. a) What quantity of sewage may need to be handled in
24 hours, and what dimensions should be used for a simple septic
tank for 10 persons?

b) A sewage treatment plant has a flow of 2. 1 million
gallons of sewage daily during peak flow, at which time the OD of
the effluent is 50 ppm. The stream into which the plant discharges
contains 6. 2 ppm of dissolved oxygen when it is flowing at minimum
stage of 25 cubic feet per second. What will be the residual dis-
solved oxygen in the stream just below the sewage outfall when max-
imum sewage flow is discharging into minimum stream flow?

c) If a sewage flow of 2 million gallons daily is to be
prechlorinated by use of a bleaching powder containing 35% available
chlorine, how many pounds of bleach will be required if the sewage
influent is to receive a 5 ppm chlorine dosage?

3. Plain sedimentation is an important feature of two pri-
mary sewage treatment plants each having a design flow of 8 mgd
and a detention time of 120 minutes. Plant A has 300 ppm suspended
solids in the influent and an efficiency of 60% in the removal of sus-
pended solids. At plant B, where the influent suspended solids
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amount to 200 ppm, the efficiency in removal of suspended solids
is 50%.

a) Which plant will discharge the least amount of
suspended solids to the receiving stream?

b) What will be the total volume in cubic feet of
the sedimentation tanks at plant A?

c) If a surface settling rate of 800 gallons per
square foot per day is desired, what is the nec-
essary side water depth of the sedimentation
tanks at plant B, neglecting sludge collecting
and storage space?

4. a) A community of 2500 population is building a
sewage treatment plant whose final effluent is to have a sus-
pended solids content of not more than 40 ppm and a 5-day BOD
of not over 30 ppm. Assuming the necessary reasonable values
of quantity and character of sewage to be treated, give the
dimensions, retention time, and effluent characteristics (BOD
and suspended solids) of the primary sedimentation tank.

b) The effluent of a sewage treatment plant has a
BOD of 46 ppm, while the BOD of the same plant with less com-
plete treatment is 25 ppm. Explain the cause of this condition.

5. A sewage treatment plant is to be constructed with a
design basis of 5000 population and a sanitary low water flow of
0. 75 mgd. Discharge is into a fairly large river a short distance
from the ocean. What will be the various treatment units to be
provided and their approximate dimensions?

6. a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of a
'Downes" or floating cover for the digestion tank of a sewage

treatment plant?
b) Name three general types of pumping devices

used for sewage sludge, and briefly discuss the field of use for
each.

c) What is the practice and what factors are to be
considered in placing in operation a new digestion tank at a
sewage treatment plant?
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VIII. MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS

1. a) From the following field notes for a 30-foot flat
roadway having cut slopes of 2 to 1, compute the volume of cut
between the two stations by the prismoidal formula.

Station 102 ,-00 + 7.5 + 7.8 5.5 f 9.2 + 7.1
30.0 14.1 0.0 12.5 29.2

Station 103 + 00 /- 6.2 + 6.1 + 4.0 + 8.7 + 10.2
27.4 13.0 0.0 17.2 35.4

Would the prismoidal formula normally be used on these road-
way sections? Why?

b) Two tangents of a highway intersect in the vi-
cinity of a large industrial plant, as shown in the sketch. You
want to connect the two tangents with the largest radius curve
possible, but the curve must pass between the plant and the
intersection. To allow an adequate right-of-way the external
distance between curve and intersection cannot exceed 140 feet.

What degree of curvature (to the nearest even degree)
of a simple curve will best meet these requirements?

(TAN /2O75)

I.'
2. A column is to be loaded to 100 tons. Foundation

borings and tests have given the following information:
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Depth, ft Properties of soil
0 to 5 Clean, medium sand; allowable

bearing of 4 tons per sq ft. Angle
of internal friction, d? = 30.

5 to 100 Clay; allowable bearing of 1 ton
per sq ft.

100 Ledge rock.

a) What is the required area of a square footing if
placed on the surface of the sand?

b) What is the required area of a square footing if
placed 2 feet below the surface of the sand?

c) The contractor proposes a footing supported on
4 wood piles 50 feet long, spaced on 2-foot centers. A load test
on one pile gave an allowable load of 22 tons. Would you con-
sider the pile foundation better than the footing in part a)?
Explain reasons for your decision.

d) In the design of a large building, what methods
may be used to minimize damage from differential settlement?

3. a) After a highway location has been completed, it
is found desirable to make a 20-foot parallel shift on an inter.-
vening tangent. Given the data on the L line, establish all ne-
cessary transit data for the L1 line. First curve to maintain
R = 1500 ft and second curve to have same location for PT.

--- I52733'.._..f

P L& L1

L1 LINE

r3624 24I5' 30"

L R11500' R2r1000'

b) Sketch in profile the centerline of an ungraded
road approximately 1000 feet in length, indicating a proposed
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finished subgrade thereon. Project beneath it a mass diagram
illustrating cut, fill, shrinkage, overhaul, free haul, borrow,
and waste.

4. Concrete aggregate, cement, reinforcing steel, and
other construction materials must be trucked from a railroad
siding for a distance of 10 miles over a single-lane road through
sandy desert country. The trucks must meet and pass at definite
points along the route where the road will be widened to accom-
modate two lanes of traffic. The loaded truck speed will be 10
miles per hour, and unloaded 20 miles per hour. The schedule
for loading and unloading with a single crew available at each end
is 15 minutes.

a) Determine how many trucks can be operated ef-
ficiently.

b) Locate the passing lanes.
c) Will there be any advantage in operating the

trucks in pairs?
d) How many hours a day (trucks to work 8 hours

as nearly as possible) will the loading and tin-
loading crews be engaged if the trucks are op-
erated singly?

5. Show computations on the following:

a) One cu ft sand with 40% voids weighs 110 lb.
What is the weight in water?

b) One cu ft of sand received weighs 98. 6 lb;
dried, 89. 1 lb. One cu ft of dry sand of this
sample weighs 105.4 lb. What is the percent-
age of swell of the sand received?

c) Aggregate 1 - 70% passes the 10 mesh.
Aggregate 2 - 40% passes the 10 mesh.
What percentage passing the 10 mesh will give
a combined mix of 40% of aggregate 1 and 60%
of aggregate 2?

d) One cu ft of earth weighs 110 lb; its specific
gravity is 2. 62. What percentage of voids does
it contain?

e) If the water-cement ratio by weight is 0. 585,
what is percentage of water per sack of cement?
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f) How does moisture content of concrete affect the
strength of concrete cylinders?

g) What is typical time of initial and final set as
shown on cement test reports?

h) What kind of sand is used in making cement tests?
i) How is the presence of organic matter in concrete

aggregate determined?
j) What percentage of cement passes the 100 and 200

mesh sieves, as shown by test reports?

6. A property with an investment of $8,000, 000 has an
average net revenue available for dividends of $320, 000 after all
charges have been paid. The financing plan resulted in the issu-
ance of $4, 500, 000 in bonds, with average interest 3% and the re-
mainder in common stock. Find the result to the stockholders.

7. a) Enumerate briefly the PRA designation and chief
characteristics and suitability of each type of soil pertaining to
highways, airfields,and dams.

b) What measures should be taken to stabilize the
subgrade of a heavy traffic road to be built under low tideland
conditions where mainly peaty-silt is encountered? Which class
of material would be most suitable for stabilization?

c) In determining the site of a proposed airfield
where flexible bituminous type runways and taxiways are to be
built, what soil types would you seek?

d) When cement concrete is not available for a core
wall of an earth dam, what types of soil should be selected for
use and how should they be compacted? Show cross section of
suggested dam with different types of materials used for core, for
fill, and for surfacing, et cetera, with slopes indicated.

8. How much super elevation should be provided in con-
structing a new concrete roadway 20 feet wide on a main highway
where there is a 2-degree curve, and the maximum speed for
design purposes is 40 miles per hour?

9. a) It is proposed to pave a main highway with a con-
crete having an ultimate compressive strength of 2500 lb/sq in.
If the Oregon Motor Vehicle Laws specify the maximum wheel
load of 8500 pounds, what should be the thickness of the
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pavement slabs? What should be the edge thickness of the slabs to
avoid breaking off the corners? What water-cement ratio would you
recommend for this concrete?

b) What is the difference between a bituminous con-
crete pavement and a bituminous macadam pavement?

c) A vertical parabolic curve is to be used as a
transition between a minus 3% and a plus 2% grade. The length of
the curve is 800 feet. If the elevation of the PC is 496. 34 feet, and
the station of the PC is 8 ,- 00, find the elevation of 12 + 00.

10. a) Give two methods of estimating depreciation and
set up a numerical comparison of the operation of each method for
an article having a life of 10 years. Make reasonable assumptions
for the other factors.

b) In a purchase and sale case, which method of de-
preciation is likely to be advocated by the seller, and why?

c) Which method most closely approximates the
actual reduction of value experienced with articles commonly bought
and sold, such as an automobile and a house? Explain why.

11. a) Calculate the area of the cross Section shown below.

20 20

b) What is a "mass diagram," and how is it made?
c) Explain the theory of the stadia. Illustrate the

application with a sketch.

12. Aminus 1.8% grade onahighwaymeetsaplus 2.2%
grade at station 12 50, the elevation of the point of intersection
being 863.2. If a vertical curve 600 feet long is required, what is
the grade elevation of each station and half station?

13. The following paragraphs have been included in the
general provision of certain engineering contracts, under which a
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portion of the work may be done by subcontract. Discuss each para-
graph. Is it a proper and satisfactory provision? What changes
would you make to render it more equitable and satisfactory?

a) All extra work done shall be paid for at actual cost
plus 15%.

b) The engineer shall be permitted to remove such
portions of the work as he may from time to time think necessary
for the discovery of improper material or workmanship, and the con-
tractor shall restore such work at his own expense.

c) If the contractor should fail or refuse to execute the
work properly and in accordance with the specifications, the engi-
neer. after giving 30 days written notice, may take over the work.

14. A highway location required that a curve be located to
pass through a specified point. The point was located by angle and
distance from the P1 of the curve. The engineer turned an angle of
280101 to the left from the back tangent with the instrument set on
the P1. He measured 126 feet from the P1 to the point. The de-
flection angle between the back and forward tangents is 44°20' to
the right.

Determine the radius R, degree D, tangent distance T, and
the length L of the curve passing through the point.

15. Make computations and prepare complete set of transit
notes necessary to place the located centerline for a highway curve,
including spirals, with the following information:

Degree of central curve = 20

Total delta angle = 30°32'
Spiral length (10 chord) = 400 ft
P1 station = 12 + 00

Outline procedure for staking curve in field.

16. A 48-inch diameter culvert is to be placed in a trench
6 feet wide and 20 feet deep to invert elevation from the finished
highway grade. ASTM specifications give 8000 pounds load per foot
to produce a 0.1-inch crack for the 3-edge bearing test, and 1.5
times that for sand bearing for this 48-inch culvert pipe.
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Determine the load per foot of pipe and the factor of safety
for (1) ordinary bedding, and (Z) standard concrete cradle bedding.
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No. 10. Economics of Personal Airplane Operation, by \V. J. Skinner. t947. 25.
No. 11. Digest of Oregon Land Surveying Laws by C. A. Mockmore, M. P. Coopey,

B. B. Irving, and E. A. Buckhorn. 1948. 25.
No. 12. The Aluminum Industry of the Northwest, by J. Granville Jensen. 1950. None

available.
No. 13. Fuel Oil Requirements of Oregon and Southern Washington, by Chester K.

Sterrelt. 1950. 25g.
No. 14. Market for Glass Containers in Oregon and Southern Washington, by Chester K.

Sterrett. 1951. 25.
No. 15. Proceedings of the 1951 Oregon State Conference on Roads and Streets. At,ril

1951. 60.
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No. 16. \Vater Works Operators' Manual, by Warren C. \\'estgartli. Mar 1953. 75ç'.

No. 17. l'roccediiig of the 1953 Northwest Conference on Road Building. July 1953. 60g.
Ni,. 18. l'ri,ceedings ,,f the 1955 Northwest Conference on Road Building, June 1955. 60g.
No. 19. Review for Engineering Rcgistration, 1. Fundamentals Section, by Leslie A. Clay-

tori. l)ec. 1955. 60g.
No. 20. Digest of Oregon Land Surveying Laws, by Kenneth J. O'Connell. June 1950. 75g.
No. 21. Review for Engineering Registration, 2. Civil Engineering, by Leslie A. ('layton.

July 1956. $1.25.

Reprints-

No. 27. heat Losses Through Welled Walls, by E. c. Willey. Reprinted from ASHVE
Journal Section of Heating, l'iping, and Air Conditioning. June 1946. l0.

No. 28. Electric l'ower in China, by F. 0. McMillan. Reprinted from Electrical Engineer.
ing. Jan 1947. 10g.

No. 29. The Transier,t Energy Method of Calculating Stability, by P. C. Magnusson.
Rel,riited front 'ol 66, AIEE Transactions. 1947. l0.

No. 30. Observations on Arc Discharges at Low Pressures, by M. I. Kofoid. Reprinted
from Journal of Applied Physics. Apr 1948. lOf.

No. 31. Long-Range Planning for Power Supply, by F. 0. McMiilan. Reprinted froni
Electrical Engineering. Dec 1948. l0.

No. 32. Heat l'ransfer Coefficients in Beds of Moving Solids, by 0. Levenstoel and
J. S. Walton. Reprinted from Proc of tire Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics
Institute, 1949. 10.

No. 33. Catalytic Dehiydrogenation of Ell,ane by Selective Oxidation, by J. P. McCullough
and J. S. Walton. Reprinted from Industrial and Engineering Chemistry. July
1949. l0.

No. 34. Diffusion Coefficients of Organic Liquids in Solution from Surface Tensiot,
Measurcn,ents, R. L. Olson and J. S. \Valtott. Ret,rinted from Industrial
Engineering Clicnnstry. Mar 1951. l0.

No. 35. Transients in Coupled Inductance.Capacitance Circuits Analyzed in Terms of a
Rolliiig.Batl Analogue, by P. C .Magnusson. Reprinted front \ol 69, AIEE
Transactions. 1950. 10.

No. 36. Geometric Mean Distance of Angle-Shaped Conductors, by P. C. Magnusson. Re'
printed from Vol 70, Al EE Transactions. 1951. 10ç.

No. 37. Energy-Choose it Wisely Today for Safety Tomorrow, by G. \V. Gleeson. Re-
liriiite,l from ASHVE Journal Section of Heating, Piping, an,l Air Condition-
ing.Aug 1951. l0.

No. 38. Art Analysis of Con,iuctor Vibration Field Data, by R. F. Steidel, Jr. and H. B.
Elton. AIEE conference taller presented at Pacific feneral 7ileeting, Portland,
Oregon. Aug. 23, 1951. 106.

No. 39. The Humilireys Constant-Compression Engine, by \V. H. I'aut an,l I. B. hunt-
ihreys. Reprinteil from SAE Quarterly Transactions. April 1952. t0.

No. 40. Gas.Sotici Film Coefficients of Heat Transfer in Fluid,zed Coal Beds, by J. S.
Walton, 10. L. Olson, and Octave l..evenspiel. Reprinted from tndustrial and
Engineering Chemistry. June 1952. lOc.

No. 41. Restaurant Ventilation, by \V. H. Martin. Ret,rinted front The Sanitarian. Vol
14, No. 6. May.Juiie 1952. t0.

No. 42. Electrochicn,istry in the Pacific Northwest, by Joset,h Schulein. Ret,rinte,l froni
Journal of the Electrochemical Society. June 1953. 20g.

No. 43. Mo,lel Studies of Tat,ered Inlets for Box Culverts, by Roy H. Shoemaker and
Leslie A. Clayton. Reprinted from Research Report 15-B, Highway Research
Board, \Vashington, D. C. 1953. 20.

No. 44. Bed-Walt Heat Transfer in Fluidized Systems, by 0. Levenspiel and J. S. \\'alton.
Retwints from Heat Transfer-Research Studies. 1954. l0.

No. 45. Shunt Catiacitors in Large Transmission Networks, by E. C. Starr arid E. J.
Harringlon. Reprinted from I'ower Aptiaratus and Systems. Dec 1953. 10g.

No. 46. TIne Design and Effectiveness of an Underwater Diffusion Line for the Disposal
of Spent Sulphite Liquor, by H. R. Amberg and A. G. Strang. Retirinteil from
TAPI'l. July 1954. 10g.

No. 47. Compare Your Methio,ls with this Survey, by Arthur I,. Roberts and Lyle E.
\Veatherbee. Ret,rinted from \Vestern Industry. Dec 1953. 10.

No. 48. Some Stream Pollution Problems and Abatement Measures Undertaken in tire Pa-
cific Northwest, by H. R. Amberg. Reprinted from TAPPI. Feb. 1955. i0.

No. 49. Fabrication of a Zirconium-Lined Reaction Vessel, by 0. G. Paasclte and A. J,
Kuhn. Reprinted from The Welding Journal. Feb. 1954. 20.

No. 50. Heat Transfer Between Immiscible Liquids, by S. S. Grover and J. C. Knudsen.
Repriutted from Chemical Engineering, No. 17, Vol 51. 10.

No. 51. How Oil Viscosity Affects Piston Ring Wear, by M. Popovich and L. E. John.
son. Ret,rinted from Automotive Industries, January 1956. 10g.
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TECHNICAL COUNSELORS

R. H. BALDOCK, State Highway Engineer, Salem.
E. A. BUCKHORN, Secretary, State Board of Engineers, Portland.
EUGENE CALDWELL, Consulting Management Engineer, Portland.
R. R. CLARK, Designing Engineer, U. S. Corps of Engineers, Port-

land.
H. A. CORNELL, Consulting Engineer, Cornell, Howland, Hayes, &

Merryfield, Corvallis.
R. W. C0wLIN, Director, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Ex-

periment Station, U. S. Forest Service, Portland.
R. W. DEWEESE, Vice President, Electric Steel Foundry Co, Port-

land.
DAVID DON, Chief Engineer, Public Utilities Commission, Salem.
C. M. EVERTS, JR, State Sanitary Engineer, Portland.
J. D. GRAY, President, Oregon Saw Chain Corp, Portland.
W. M. HEARON, Assistant Director of Research, Crown Zellerbach

Corp, Camas, Washington.
W. J. KROLL, Consulting Metallurgist, Corvallis.
D. H. LECHE, Vice President, Oregon Portland Cement Co, Portland.
T. K. MAY, Director of Technical Service, West Coast Lumbermen's

Assoc, Portland.
P. B. McKEE, President, Pacific Power & Light Co, Portland.
S. L. MEAn, President, Package Containers mc, Portland.
G. E. MORE, General Superintendent, Pennsylvania Salt Mfg Co of

Washington, Portland.
W. A. PEARL, Administrator, Bonneville Power Administration, Port-

land.
K. N. PHILLIPS, District Engineer, U. S. Geological Survey, Port-

land.
J. H. POLHEMUS, President, Portland General Electric Co, Portland.
A. C. SCHWAGER, President, Schwager-Wood Corp, Portland.
S. C. SCHWARZ, Chemical Engineer, Portland Gas & Coke Co, Port-

land.
H. W. SHOEMAKER, Plant Manager, Reynolds Metals Co, Troutdale.
J. C. SILLIMAN, Acting Division Manager, American Pipe & Con-

struction Co, Portland.
LEWIS STANLEY, State Engineer, Salem.
E. C. STARR, Chief Engineer, Bonneville Power Administration, Port-

land.
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C. K. STERRETT, Manager, Industries Dept, Portland Chamber of
Commerce.

J. C. STEVENS, Consulting Civil & Hydraulic Engineer, Portland.
W. F. STRONG, President, Iron Fireman Manufacturing Co, Port-

land.
G. H. TAYLOR, Consulting Engineer, Moffatt, Nichol, & Taylor, Port-

land.
C. S. THAYER, Manager, Northwest Operations, Aluminum Company

of America, Vancouver, Washington.
HOWARD VOLLUM, President, Tektronix, mc, Portland.
A. M. WESTLING, Consultant, League of Oregon Cities, Eugene.
G. F. ZOLLING, Chief Engineer, Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co,

Portland.
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THE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS

R. E. KLEINSORGE, President, Oregon State Board of Higher Edu-
tion.

JOHN R. RICHARDS, Chancellor, Oregon State System of Higher
Education.

A. L. STRAND, President, Oregon State College.
G. W. GLEESON, Dean and Director.
M. PopovIcH, Assistant Dean, in charge of Engineering Experi-

ment Station.
J. K. MUNFORD, Director of Publications.

STATION STAFF

A. L. ALBERT, Communication Engineering.
H. G. BARNETT, Electrical Engineering.
H. D. CHRISTENSEN, Aeronautical Engineering.
M. P. COOPEY, Highway Engineering.
W. F. ENGESSER, industrial Engineering.
G. S. FEIKERT, Radio Engineering.
J. B. GRANTHAM, Wood Products.
C. 0. HEATH, Engineering Materials.
G. W. HOLCOMB, Civil Engineering.
A. D. HUGHES, Heat, Power and Air Conditioning.
J. G. JENSEN, Industrial Resources.
J. G. KNUDSEN, Chemical Engineering.
P. C. MAGNUSSON, Electrical Engineering Analysis.
FRED MERRYFIELD, Sanitary Engineering.
R. R. MICHAEL, Electrical Materials.
0. G. PAASCHE, Metallurgical Engineering.
W. H. PAUL, Automotive Engineering.
M. A. RING, Soil Mechanics.
J. B. RODGERS, Agricultural Engineering.
M. C. SHEELY, Manufacturing Processes.
JOSEPH SCHULEIN, Electrochemical Engineering.
LOUIS SLEGEL, Mechanical Engineering.
L. N. STONE, Servomechanisms and Controls.
C. E. THOMAS, Engineering Materials.
J. S. WALTON, Chemical Engineering.



Oregon State College
CORVALLIS

RESIDENT INSTRUCTION

Liberal Arts and Sciences
Lower Division (Junior Certificate)

School of Science (BA, B.S., MA, M.S., Ph.D. degrees)

Professional Schools
School of Agriculture (8.5., B.Agr., M.S., M.Agr., Ph.D. degrees)

School of Business and Technology (BA, BS., B.S.S., degrees)

School of Education (BA, 8.5., Ed.B., MA, M.S., Ed.M., Ed.D. degrees)

School of Engineering and Industrial Arts (BA, B.S., MA, M.S., A.E., Ch.E., C.E., EL,
1.8., M.E., MInL, Ph.D. degrees)

School of Forestry (8.5., BL, M.S., M.F, FL degrees)

School of Home Economics (BA, B.S., MA, M.S., M.H.Ec., Ph.D. degrees)

School of Pharmacy (BA, 8.5., MA, M.S., Ph.D. degrees)

Graduate School
(M.A., M.S., Ed.M., M.F., M.Agr., M.H.Ec., A.E., Ch.E., C.E., E.E., F.E., i.E., ME.,
MinL, Ed.D., Ph.D. degrees)

Summer Sessions

Short Courses

RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION
General Research

Science Research Institute

Agricultural Experiment Station
Central Station, Corvallis

Union, Moro, Hermistan, Talent, Astoria, Hood River, Pendleton, Medford, and
Squaw Buff. Branch Stations

Klaniath, Maiheur, Red Soils, The Dallas, Central Oregon, and Milton-Freewater
Experimental Areas

Engineering Experiment Station

Forest Experiment Station

Oregon Forest Products Laboratory

EXTENSION

Federal Cooperative Extension (Agriculture and Home Economics)

General Extension Division


